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TAMPA - The Bay Area
Brotherhood held its 26th

annually, employs more than
2000 faculty and staff and is

Annual Banquet to commem
orate the birthday of Dr. Martin

supported by a budget of over
$90 million.

Luther King, Jr., on January
16th at Macdill Air Force Base

Dr. Stephenson serves on

Surf’s Edge Enlisted Qub in
Tampa.

Keynote speaker for the
Banquet was Dr. Gwendolyn
W. Stephenson, President,
Hillsborough
Community
College. As the chief academ
ic and executive officer of the

numerous state, regional and
national educational advisory

groups and on the board of
directors of local organiza
tions. Dr. Stephenson serves

on the board of directors of the
American Council on Educa
tion and the Advisory Com
mittee for the National Science

college, she leads an institution
that includes four campus-

Foundation’s Division of
Undergraduate Education.

es-Brandon, Dale Mabry,
Plant City and Ybor City and

There was dinner, a fash
ion show, dancing and music,
and a good time was had by
all.

(L to R): Michael Palmer & Dr. Gwendolyn W.

several off-site locations. She

Stephenson

serves more than 43,000 cred
its and non-credit students

A Credit Plan For You!

Please see pg. 17
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ST. PETERSBURG-It is

not unusual for youngsters to
enter kindergarten highly
motivated and excited about
school. Children from every
background seem to really
enjoy their early years in the

classroom. The students and
teachers alike in the elemen
tary view issues of heritage,
nationally and culturally diver
sity as secondary issues to the
all important learning process.
That is, until about the fourth
grade when the bottom begins
to fell out for many of our
African American children,
especially the boys.
Alarming statistics exist
that support this premise. For
whatever reason, young black
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boys begin to frill behind in
basic skills, school attendance
frequently becomes spotty and
overall enthusiasm, motivated
and excitement about the
school in general appears to
have evaporated into thin air.

In his book, To Be Popular
or Smart: The Black Peer
Group, author Jawanza Knnjufir describes peer pressure as

one of the major factors nega
tively impacting academic
achievement among the
African American children.
His term, ‘silent Killers’refers
to the fact that many students
are far more influenced by
(L to R): Archie Holmes & Dr. Paul McRae
their classmates and regard
(Melrose Elementary, St.Pete)
excellence in learning as sec
Please see pg. 7
ondary to being popular.
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No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
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WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

2200 - Dr. M.L. King St. S., St. Pete
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GOvERNOR’S COUNCIL FOR
SUSTAINABLE FLORIDAANNOUNCES
LEADERSHIPAWARDS
TALLAHASSEE _ Floridians who have demonstrated exem

continue to grow and prosper, while protecting Rorida’s natur

plary leadership in developing programs that contribute to a

al resources and improving the quality of life for present and
future Roridians. But, to make it possible and sustainable, the

more sustainable Florida will be honored next month in Tampa
at the annual awards dinner of the Governor’s Council for Sus
tainable Florida. The awards will recognize organizations, insti
tutions and individuals who have demonstrated that leadership
by integrating environmental, social and economic factors to

A blue ribbon panel of leaders in government, business,

Governor’s Council is asking all Roridians - business, environ
mental, governmental, religious, civic, and community organi
zations to join hands with the Council to set this goals as a top
priority.”
•Identify your Values and Goals in a Public Statement;

civic and environmental organizations and academic institutions

•Make a Commitment to Citizen Involvement, New Partner

will evaluate nominees from a diversity of sectors, including

ships and Collaboration;

industry, communities, education, finance, investment, govern

•Be a Leader on Environmental Quality and Resource Conser

ment, built environment and public interest groups. The cere

vation;

mony, which is open to the public, will take place at the Hyatt

•Meet People’s Needs Today and Tomorrow;
•Utilize Planning, New Technologies and Systems to Manage

Regency Westshore Hotel in Tampa, Florida, Thursday, Feb. 25,

at 6:00 p.m.

“The Sustainable Raida Leadership Awards were designed
to armually recognize outstanding leadership for sustainability,”

for Sustainability;
•Recognize Efficiency, Competitiveness and Profitability as

orees are selected on the basis of management practices, techni

Intrinsic to Sustainable Development
The Governors Council for Sustainable Rorida is a
statewide, nonprofit organization, established as the Economic
Education Foundation of Rorida by the Rorida State Legisla

cal and scientific innovations, collaborative partnerships, and
decision-making processes demonstrating commitment to the

ture in 1990, to promote an appreciation and awareness of the
inextricable link between a healthy environment a prosperous

Sustainable Rorida Standards.”
“The Governor’s Council established Sustainable Rorida
Standards in 1998 through a series of 15 community forums

economy, a satisfying quality of life and vibrant livable com
munities. Its members and board of directors represent leaders

said Rachel Scott, Chair of the awards dinner and External
Affairs Manager at Rorida Power & Light Company. “Hon

involving more than 1,000 Rorida citizens from all walks of life,

from both the public and private sectors.
For more information about the awards dinner, reservations,

to serve as a guideline for the state’s future economic, environ

or the Governor’s Council for Sustainable Rorida, call Karen

mental and social progress,” said Scott

Matthews, Administrative Assistant for the Governor’s Council

Julius Hobbs, Council President and Executive Director of

for Sustainable Rorida at (850) 922-1733.

TECO Eneigy Foundation, said, “We believe that Rorida can

Urban League
Sponsors Ebon
Models.
Make a date for Ebony
Fashion Fair, Sunday, January
24,1999, at 6pm, at the Centro

TAMPA - Make a date to

Rudy Bradley

give voters the opportunity to

issues that needed to be

likely this approach will give

At the Pinelliis County Local
Legislative Delegation meet
ing held on Tuesday, January

not only increase the members,
but in voting for the change in

addressed by the local Legisla
tive Delegation as it relates to

every group and individual a
greater opportunity to have an

a special election to be called
by the end of this year, will cre
ate five single-member dis

elective government on the

equal chance to elect a person

county level. I strongly believe

of their choice. I am happy that

that if this concept comes to
full fruition, we will have a

the majority of my colleagues
pass the bill.”

12,1999, legislators approved
a bill to allow voters to decide

on the make-up of County
Commission Districts. An

tricts and two members at

amendment proposed by Rep.
Rudy Bradley and Senator

ing of the delegation, Rep.

system of government at the
county level which allows for

Bradley and Sen. Hargrett
announced their intention to

more effective representation
for all the citizens and geo

the process. Bills that pass at
the local delegation must then

propose the single member
district change. Hargrett said

graphical regions throughout
the county. That is, it translates

be passed in Tallahassee at the
upcoming Session beginning

that they made their intentions
known at the earlier meeting to

into effective government

on March 2,1999. Following

mission. The bill, as it was

which allows for the concept

originally drafted, changed the

give the public notice and to

of “one person, one vote” to

number of county commis
sioners from five to seven

get

that passage, an election will
be called in Pinellas County
for voters to approve the law

James T. “Jim” Hargrett, Jr. to
create single member districts

members.
The new language will

feedback

from

con

have a positive impact upon

stituents.
Bradley said, “This issue is

the governmental policies of
the county.” Hargrett com

one of the most significant

mented that “...I believe it is

agreed with us and voted to

This is only the first step in

before it can take effect.

TAMPA - St. Petersburg

1913

Police Chief, Goliath J. Davis,

North Nebraska Ave. (Nebras
ka Ave. at Palm), Ybor City.

Ill has been named to receive
the 1998 Tampa Bay Ethics

Alpha Fraternity, Inc., present

Get your tickets today by
calling 229-8117.

Award. The University of

ed a Martin Luther King cele

Tampa Center for Ethics will

bration on January 14th.

This event is a fund raiser
that provides financial support
for the Tampa-Hillsborough

present the award at the annual
Ethics Breakfast on January 28

versity campus.

grams and services in the areas

Tampa-Hillsborough Urban

of education, employment and

Each year the Center for
Ethics recognizes an individ

League Guild for the Tampa-

training, youth development
and crime prevention. This

ual whose personal, business
and professional life reflects

year’s theme is ‘Fashions to

those ethical standards that

Love’.

contribute to society. These

you will see the best and the

Ruby French is the chair of

include responsibility, respect,

newest American and Euro
pean fashions created by
world-famous designers and

the fashion fair committee, and

trustworthiness, caring, justice

worn by the beautiful Ebony

Guild’s president.

Cynthia Brady is the vice chair.
Gloridine McNair is the

TAMPA - The Thet
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Ph

A Dramatic Interpretatior

was given by Mickel Anglin
Terry Hatfield, Bruce Gelin

in Retcher Lounge on the uni

Urban League to conduct pro

According to the event’s
publicity chair, Joyce Latson,

large. During a previous meet

St. Pete Polict Chief V
Wins Theta Gamma Chapter
Ethics Award
M.L. King Celebration

see Ebony Fashion Fair, a ben
efit show sponsored by the

Hillsborough Urban League.

James Hargrett

PINEITAS COUNTY -

was attached to a bill proposed
by the Charter Review Com

11JE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Fashion Fi

Joyce E. Latson

Bradley, Hargrett Lobby To Pass
Single Member District Seats

The Sustainable Florida Standards include:

advance Florida’s long-term sustainability.

Austuriano Theatre,

JANUARY 23, 1999

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

Craig King and Shamor
Sandford.
A Poem was read by Ms
Bliss Qark, Miss Black anc

Gold Queen.

The Student Leaders held
a Candlelight Vigil and Unity
March.

and citizenship.
Please see pg. 15

Police Chief Goliath Davis

Please see pg. 7

Ms. Bliss Clark

2
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Aaron Siskind’s ’Harlem
Document’ Opens

POC To Hold Meeting
ST. PETERSBURG-The

at the St. Petersburg Junior

next regularly scheduled meet

College Administration Build

ing of the Board of Directors
of the Pinellas Opportunity

ing, 8580 66th St. N., Pinellas

Council, Inc., a private non
profit oiganization, will be
held at 7:30pm on Tuesday,

January 26th.
The meeting, which is
open to the public, will be held

A

Park.
The Vice-Chair of the

POC Board, Moses Simmons,
will preside.
For more information,

contact Frances M. Cato at

327-8690, ext. 15.

UT's Scarfone
Gallery Opens John
Walker Exhibit
This is a traveling exhibi

TAMPA - The Lee Scar
fone Gallery of the University
of Tampa opens ‘A Theatre of
Recollections’, paintings and

tion arranged by the Boston
University Art Gallery in asso
ciation with Pamela Auchin-

prints by British artist John

closs of Arts Management.
The John Walker exhibi

Walker, on January 22nd. The
public is invited to a free open
ing reception from 7-9pm and

to meet the internationallyknown artist.
Bom in Birmingham, Eng
land, Walker has traveled and
lived throughout the world

tion will continue through

March 5th. Hours are Tues.Fri., 10am-4pm, and Sat. 14pm. The gallery is located on
the University of Tampa Cam
pus at the comer of Brevard
and North B Street Admission

Downtown
Spruce-Up
ST. PETERSBURG - In
preparation for the NCAA
Final Four Men’s Basketball

Championship

coming

in

March, the City of St. Peters
burg and the St. Petersburg
This 1936 photograph of a cabaret singer from Siskind ? Harlem Document reveals the exciting
nightlife that drew people from all over Manhattan

ST. PETERSBURG - The
photographs ofAmerican artist
Aaron Siskind (1903-1991)

and Chitranee Drapkin.
The exhibition ‘Aaron
Siskind’s Harlem Document:

Completed from 1932-

are children creating their own

1940, ‘Harlem Document’
captures the vibrancy of the

imaginative playgrounds, merchants,
entertainers and

are among toe most prized

A Celebration for African-

streets, storefronts and build-

women worshiping,

works in the Museum of Fine

American History Month’ is

ings and the diverse people liv-

Arts’ collection, nearly all of set for January 24th-March

ing in the neighborhood or par-

is located at 255 Beach.Dr.

them donated by Dr. Robert

ticipating in its culture. There

NE, St. Petersburg, 89A?6(i7.

7th.

Foot Locker Creates
All-Star Shopping
Experience-- -- -- -- -- -- -- —

TAMPA - SunTrust Bank

of archeology, paleontology,
American culture, history and
art.

Campus Activities Center, cor
ner of 6th Avenue and 2nd

Each Monday night the
lectures will probe the issues
surrounding public history, the

substance of exhibits, the evo

will be held at 6:30pm in the

Street South.
For more information, call

553-3458.

Legislative Roundtable
To Be Held----------------

Downtown Spruce-Up on Sat

Lunch and refreshments
will be served.

urday, January 23rd, from

Report at 8:30am to Park

ST. PETERSBURG-Cit

by each legislator. After the

8:30am-12:30pm.
Volunteers are needed to
help paint a few buildings and

ing Lot 4B, Tropicana Field,

izens will have an opportunity

legislators are assigned to a

SW comer of 1st Ave. S. and
16th St. Enter off of 17th St. S.

to discuss various issues with
St. Petersburg area legislators
in a small-group setting during
a Legislative Roundtable on
Tuesday, January 26th, from
5:30-8pm at the Education and
Conference Center at AU Chil

table, citizens may choose an
elected official’s table and ask

participate in general clean-up

along Central Avenue and 16th

For more information, call

893-7465.

billion and is part of SunTrust

dren’s Hospital, 7014th St. S.,
St. Petersburg.

questions or express concerns.
-Every 12 to 15 minutes, time
will be called, and people will
rotate to a different table. Sen
ators James Hargrett, Jim
Sebesta and Don Sullivan,

sored by the League of

Ribbon-cutting Monday, Janu
ary 25 at 9:00 a.m. with money

across from the Northeast

Women of Voters of the St.

Rudy Bradley have been invit

Shopping Center.

company with assets of over
$93.2 billion, ranking it as the

ed.

* Westchase Office -12101
Linebaugh Avenue, at the cor

nation’s tenth largest financial
institution. Through its sub

Petersburg Area, American.
Association
University

ner of Country Way and
Unebaugh Avenue.

sidiaries, it operates more than

dise including hats, T-shirts,
pins and jerseys available at
Foot Locker. For the third con
secutive year, Foot Locker
offers hockey fans the ultimate
All-Star shopping experience
at is 4,300 square foot Team
Shop located at NHL Fantasy,
pro hockey’s interactive fan
festival at the Tampa Conven

located throughout Fantasy at
areas such as the autograph

the Gunn Highway Office will
open January 19 and the West-

shore Office will open in midFebruary. In St. Petersburg, the
Northeast St. Petersburg
Office will open and the new

34th Street office will re-open

donated to CASA; festivities
throughout the week of Janu
ary 25 through January 29.

•Westshore Office - Rib
bon-cutting ceremony Mon
day, February 16 at 9:00 a.m.

on January 19.
Grand Opening festivities

with money donated to
Westchase
Elementary
School; festivities throughout

at all new locations will kick
off a ribbon-cutting ceremony
in which a ribbon of $1,000

the week of February 16
through February 19.
These three new branch

cash will be donated to a local

locations complement the
existing branch network in the

cause.
Openings will take place
according to the following
schedule:
•Gunn Highway Office Ribbon-cutting Tuesday, Janu

ary 19 at 9:00 a.m. with money

donated the The Children’s
Home; festivities throughout

Tampa Bay area and make it
more convenient than ever to

Anderson Road.

SunTrust Bank, Tampa
Bay will now have 43 offices
in Hillsborough and Pinellas
Counties with assets of over $3

1,094 branches serving over
3.3 million customers located

Women, the National Council
of Negro Women and the
YWCA of Tampa Bay’s Insti

along with Representatives

Leslie Waters, Frank Farkas,
Lars Hairier, Dennis Jones and

The event is an opportuni
ty for citizens and representa
tives from community organi
zations to discuss issues of

tute for Social Justice, will

mutual interest and to learn

about the legislators’ concerns

Alabama, Virginia, Maryland

focus on issues involving
social policy, education and the

for the upcoming 1999 legisla

and the District of Columbia.

environment. The event is free

tive session.

and open to the public.
Light refreshments will be

For more information on
this program, please call the

served from 5:30-6pm fol

League office at 896-5197 or
Diane TrumbuU at 345-2541.

in Florida, Georgia, Tennessee,

IBE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

lowed by brief presentations

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

bank with SunTrust. The new
branch locations are as fol

lows:
• Gunn Highway Office 12098 Anderson Road, at the
comer of Gunn Highway and

WHIPPLE'S PAWN SHOP
CASH LOANS©X©
$ CASH NOW $
TVs
STEREOS
VCRs
RADIOS
TOOLS

These lectures are free and

open to the public. All sessions

Banks, Inc., an Atlanta-based

Zambonis, sticks, pucks, and
pins. The Foot Locker Team

experience.

tures by renowned scholars
and practitioners in the fields

museums.
The series is funded by the
Florida Humanities Council.

super-regional bank holding

such as miniature All-Star

tators including Starter team

January 25th and features lec

• Northeast St, Pete Office

port with cool NHL merchan

to remember your All-Star

art, history or natural history

- 301 38th Avenue North,

the action and show their sup

die hard fans and casual spec

more general topics related to
the past, present and future of

•Northeast St. Pete Office -

upcoming weeks. In Tampa,

every fan, and it’s the best
place to find something special

ture.
The 12-week series ‘Out

three new branches and the re
opening of another in the

said Matt Serra, the president
and chief executive officer of
Foot Locker Worldwide. “The
Shop offers something for

will explore the role of muse
ums in modem American cul

tional process. Some lectures
focus on local collections and
exhibits while others deal with

The program, co-spon

shield wool jackets; player
name and number All-Star and
team jerseys; and souvenirs

tion Center.
The Foot Locker Team
Shop opens January 20-24,
features an extensive collec
tion of NHL All-Star apparel
and accessories. The easy-toshop store offers something for

of South Florida St. Petersburg

enormous role in the educa

will celebrate the opening of

mania has gripped Tampa.
Fans of all ages can be part of

their All-Star mementos.
“The Foot Locker Team
Shop is the fans’ choice for
NHL All-Star merchandise,”

lution of museums and their

the week of January 19
through January 22.

coaches hats; exclusive NHL

stage so fans can have past an
present hockey greats sign

St. S. Gloves, brushes, trash
bags and all other materials
will be provided. Each volun
teer can help to ensure that our
downtown is sparkling for our
visitors and the world-wide
television audience.

Suntrust Bank, Tampa Bay To Open New Branches

TAMPA - NHL All-Star

Shop will also have kiosks

The Museum of Fine Arts

Area Chamber of Commerce
invite you to pitch in for a

ST. PETERSBURG - A
lecture series at the University

of the Sun: Florida, Museums
and the World of Ideas’ begins

is free.

making and teaching art

USF St. Petersburg
Lecture Series

JEWELRY
GOLD
SILVER
DIAMONDS
COINS

To get a better
idea of what kind
of person wins the
Florida Lotto jackpot,
look in the mirror.
Over the past nine years, more than 450 people just like
you have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your

chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today

ALL VCR s, TV's & STEREOS ON SALE NOW!

Serving St. Pete for 70 Years

822-3677 821-9916
937 CENTRAL AVE.

Florida Lottery

F L O R I D A

LOTTO
Who’s next?
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Highlights From M.L. King 14th Annual Drum Mai or For Justice Parade

PHONE: (727) 327-1234
FAX: (727) 327-6789

rj
*-

E-MAIL:L8rown813@AOL.COM

REALTY AND MORTGAGE, INC
REALTORS

2900 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

3 NEW MASONRY HQMES
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms
FAX:727-821-0088

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

£££&

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

Custom Jewelry
by
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry
Repairs while you wait
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

727-823-1816

COMPUTER COMMUNICATION
CONSULTING

Close to Everything
Will Qualify for WIN Financing

P.O. BOX 12824
ST.PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 33733
HAMILTON W. STIRLING
B.S; MBA; ABD;

Ask For Diane Haynes

4

Personality Profile
Career: Leader of several women’s
organizations including the National Council of
Negro Women.

Boro: March 24,1912, In Richmond, Virginia, to
James and Fannie Height.
Education: B.A. and M.A. from New York
University; postgraduate studies at the New
York School of Social Work. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

business today - and top agen

cies throughout the country are
constantly seeking new feces
for their Plus Size depart
ments. One of the top Plus Size

Awards: Distinguished Service Award, National
Conference on Social Welfare, 1971; inducted
into the International Women’s Hall of Fame,
1991; honorary degrees from Tuskegee
University, Coppin State College, Harvard
University, and Pace College.

Focusing On African
American Women In
History And In The
Communit;

- pretty face, proper propor
tions and pleasant personality
and are interested, should call
the Barbizon School at 1-800330-8361 to reserve their

TAMPA - There is a
model search going on for Big,
beautiful women. This is big

Bv: Allene Gammage Ahmed
Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

Barbizon Looking Women In The
Outdoors Event
For Big, Beautiful Scheduled For
St. Augustine
Women

I
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appointment.
Marialana has been seen
throughout the New England
and New York area in major
print ads, fashion shows and
TV programs, including

models, Marialana Cook, will

be visiting the Tampa area to
scout for new faces for the Plus

I
M«

(Trying To Get Fit
& Stay That Way
-Tips From The
■Pro
~

Size Modeling Industry.
Marialana Cook will be
conducting a Model Search for
Plus Size Women for the
internationally affiliated Barbizon Modeling School on Sun

Oprah Winfrey, Sally lessee
Raphael and Barbara Walters.

day, January 24, 1999, at the
Embassy Suites and Hotel,
555 N. Westshore Blvd.,

cities across Ihe country.
Her spectacular career

She has made numerous per
sonal appearances as a
spokesperson for the Plus Size
Modeling Industry in major

began seven years ago at a
similar Model Search for Plus

across from the Westshore
Mall. A free personal interview
and model’s consultation will

Size Women, where she was
discovered by Pat Swift of

be given by Marialana for all

New York’s famous Plus

women sizes 12-24 who are
interested in pursuing modeling careers. Interviews are by

Models Management.
For additional information

appointment only. Women,

800-330-8361.

call Lynnette Jepperson at 1-

who have the crucial three P’s

Company Promotes
Good Health,
Healthy Hair For
African Americans

Dorothy Height

The second of an eight-part
series featured exclusively by
The Weekly Challenger’s
Woman’s World editor.

Negro Women (NCNW). She
used the position to help the
civil rights movement and to

improve the living conditions
of many African Americans.

During the 1960s, she orga

DOROTHY HEIGHT

Dorothy’s early role mod
els were her parents. They
were busy in the church and

nized members of the group to
assist African Americans regis
ter to vote. She was the chief

Rankin, Pennsylvania. They
encouraged Dorothy to play
basketball and become a pub

job training.

YWCA, the organization she ,

College. She was-told to wait a

had worked for,

regate its branches. For years,

accepted two African Ameri

the YWCA had black branch
es and white branches, but the
two did not mix. Dorothy
designed a plan to integrate

the

can’s a year, and those had
already been accepted. She

received a thousand dollar

national oratory contest and
instead went to New York Uni

them. Getting this plan to
work, especially in the South,
was not easy, but Dorothy

versity, where she received a

helped to make the change as

master’s degree in psychology.

smooth as possible.
In the 1980’s Dorothy and

scholarship for winning

a

Dorothy worked for two
years at the New York City

welfare department. In the
evening, she studied at the
New York School of Social

Work. In 1937, Dorothy met
Mary McLeod Bethune, presi
dent of the National Council of
Negro Women (NCNW). This

meeting sparked Dorothy’s
interest in the problems black
women faced.
At
age
twenty-six,
Dorothy joined the YWCA in
New York City and became
the assistant director of the
YWCA’s

Emma Ransom
House, a home in Harlem for
black women. She worked to

the NCNW organized a series
of “Black Family Reunion

for most of us may appear to your own muscles will help

be keeping up the pace of you maximize caloric bum
those regular workouts and without building unnecessary

healthy eating habits.

bulk on your frame,” says

Some studies have shown Donna. To just get you up and

more than 30 formerly obese

| Black and White women ages

started:

‘Walk for a minimum of

20 to 50 who had lost an aver- 30 minutes
age of 50 pounds. After comWalking Tips
pleting the study, the women ‘Always include a warmup
who went back to their ‘old’ and cooldown in your work-

I

lifestyles after reaching their out.
weight-loss goal regained an ’Look straight ahead and walk

I

average of 15 or more pounds. purposefully.
The same studies have shown, •Walk with your chest lifted,
and it has been proven that our shoulders relaxed, and abs
best bet for minimizing weight contracted (to protect your
gain is to get 80 minutes a day back).
(you can break it into short ses- ‘Strike the ground first with
sions) of a moderate workout your heel, then roll to the ball

Celebrations” to promote
black family life. She felt that if
blacks took pride in their her

itage, then such problems as
drug use, delinquency, and

or exercising or 30 minutes a of your foot and through your

day of vigorous exercise, toes.
Moderate exercise is anything ‘Keep your elbows slightly

teen
pregnancy
would
decrease. These celebrations
included seminars on family

you can do while carrying on a bent, and as you increase the
conversation, such as a brisk pace, bend your elbows to a 90

planning and health care..
Young adults also learned
about job opportunities.
Under Dorothy’s direction,

I

the NCNW got teenagers
involved in working against

Here are some tips from naturally. Also, leave your
| the pro - Donna Richardson, hand and ankle weights at
fitness advisor and consultant home because the extra calo-

drugs, school drop-out, and
unemployment. By helping

get fair wages for black
domestic servants working in

solve the problems of their

white homes.
In addition to her YWCA

develop skills to help them'in
their own lives. Dorothy has

work, Dorothy remained inter
ested in women’s groups. One

earned many honors for her

of her favorite groups was
Delta Sigma Theta, a sorority

cized down to a brand new and stretching, this compreyou, and you want to maintain hensive workout requires no
it. How? They key to success equipment “Using gravity or

to help deseg

college

because

I

Dorothy was asked by the

lic speaker. Dorothy was an A
student and applied to Barnard
term

You’ve
stair-stepped,
“Combining aerobic conpower-walked, and aerobi- ditioning, strength training,

organizer behind “Operation
Woman Power,” a program
that helped women start their
own businesses and receive

volunteer organizations in

Donna Richardson

teens

community,

would

walking; bicycling or the new degree angle.
trendy way of doing it Note: Do not swing your

dancercizing.

to many magazines, health ries they would help you bum
clubs, movie stars and who aren’t worth the risk of injury.

into

the

I

•

in St. Augustine, FL offers hands oa In addition, this probasic courses in turkey hunting gram will provide the founda-

and calling techniques, gun
safety, skeet and still target
shooting and fishing taught by

tion to train women to become
outdoor educators themselves
and develop a network of out

door friends with similar inter
knowledgeable instructors.
Also, there will be a pre ests.
For more information con
sentation by the Florida Game
and Fresh Water Commission. tact Edie Hartley at (904) 332“We’re very pleased that our 5911 or Jennifer Barkoskie at

program can introduce women
to the outdoors at this time and

(904)262-3339.

National Child
Passenger Safety
Awareness "Week
CLEARWATER - The
National Highway Traffic
Safety
Administration

be available to those who par

(NHTSA) has announced its

ticipate in the check.
Please don’t risk a child’s
life, and remember that chil

annual Child Passenger Safety

dren 15 and younger should

Week, Feb. 14th-20th.
In response, the National

ride buckled up in the back
seat. Children must ride buck

T. stated in a recent letter to
Gold Medal Products that she

ty Chapter, Inc., will perform
child safety seat checks and

states.
Motor vehicle

had tried eery product in the

products that solve hair prob
lems, provide styling tips and

provide information on seat-

cause more deaths and injuries

belts, child seats and airbags as
a service to parents picking up

than all childhood diseases
combined. To help prevent

children from the Clearwater
Children’s Center, 802 Turner

these tragedies, all 50 states
require infants and small chil

beauty supply stores that said it
would help her hair grow, but

feature the latest fashions in

nothing worked.
“Once I tried...the Herbal
Tame™ System...” writes

wigs and hair pieces. Mailings

Ms.

O.

T. “my hair has not

Jfoeen. the

samc.lt is growing

thicker and I can comb it with

to over three million African
American homes each year
has provided Gold Medal’s
loyal customers with- a variety
of health related items.

Herbal Tame™Natural
out breakage; I can go longer
between touch-ups on my Hair Relaxer is one of their
perm. I Just love it, it’s a mira many revolutionaiy products.
It is made with herbs and
cle from God.”
With changing attitudes

100% chemical/ree. It slowly

about health and fitness, there
appears to be a growing con

releases tight kink as it

strengthens and texturizes hair,
cern among African American and can be used on permed or
women about the use of chem natural hair. (To order by cred
ical relaxers and hair and scalp it card or to receive a free cata
damage. That concern has pre log, call 800-567-5369 or send

gradual trend back money orders or cashiers
to natural and afro-centric hair check for $19.98 (two appli
cipitated

a

crashes

dren to ride secured in safety
seats. In many states the law
requires children to wear safe
17th, 4:30pm-6pm.
Crash dummies Vince and ty belts when child restraints
Larry will also be present to are outgrown.
If you would like to
give out balloons to all the chil
dren and informational packets receive greater details on chil
St., Clearwater, Tuesday, Feb.
16th, and Wednesday, Feb.

for all interested, whether they dren, safety belts and/or
participate in the check or not airbags, please call your local
Also, coupons for free items safety council representative at
from local fast food places will 442-0233, ext. 2504.

Power Wheelchairs
Available--------------ST. PETERSBURG-The

require them for use in their
home, and meet the additional

cations), plus $4.95. postage
styles.
For 56 years, Gold Medal and handling with name and
Products has been in the fore address to Mashack&Associ
front of research and develop ates, P .0. Box 2053, Bran
ment of products that promote don, FL 33509-2053.

Senior Wheels Program
makes available Power (Elec
tric) Wheelchairs to Senior

guidelines of the program. No
deposit is required.

Citizens (65 yis. old and up)
and Permanently Disabled

your home, please call for

Keeping focused on the
overall objective of providing
the African American commu

with walking impairments at
no cost, if they qualify.

and effective in cultivating nity with personal care items
strong texture and good hair that foster health and wellness

are provided to those who

healthy black hair. The compa
ny's focus has always been on
products that are natural, safe

at a price that fits well into their
health and growth.
Gold Medal Products is budget has contributed greatly
the only direct to consumer to the success of Gold Medal

catalog specializing in a wide Products.

The Power Wheelchairs

If your need is for use in
more information to see if you

qualify. Call toll free, Leon
Johnson, 1-800-246-6010.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AMD UMCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT
WE SHALL OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KIHG, JR.

yafapTfglfaJrglpJpJpJpIprpJpJplf;

(727) 827-0679

Call for Appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours of Operation;
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

** $95.00 Monthly Plai: - Sign on from mow thru

"*

Jan.11th at this rate

tuesday, Wednesday, &
Thursday 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

[• Christmas Special!!! - Chemical Relaxer by:
Kemi Savage @ $38.00
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

YWCA to seek new goals. A

Friday

year later, she became presi

Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Closed

etyofoutdoorleamingexpenences that are exciting and

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner

Sunday

to provide women with a vari-

led up! It’s the law in all 50

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951

she developed a bookmobile

dent of the National Council of

doors program was developed

Safety Council/Pinellas Coun

adVaitCaxe fox t/ie fznti.’ie. '‘Jamily

Monday

6,1999.
This one-day seminar,
which is being held at St.
Augustine Rod and Gun Qub

Americans. Their 56 page
color catalog is filled with

zaiatizinq in btiz tatzzh zJraii and

bers. hi Georgia, for example,

In 1956, at age forty-four.,

corporate contributions.
The Women in the Out

range of products for African

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY PALACE

vices to the sorority’s mem

Dorothy resigned from the

Super Fund, along with other

BRANDON, FL-Ms. O.

ten years as president, she

program for black people.

National Wild Turkey Federa
tion’s Women in the Outdoors
event, scheduled for February

and will receive funding from
the NWTF’s Wild Turkey

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Send your letters to:
2500 : 9th;St<;e0i South
St), PeterjsWfr/FL 337Q7

for blacks. In 1947, she was
elected president. During her

World countries. Dorothy
increased the number of ser

events will be self supporting

Ordained Psjfchic Christian Reader & Adviser

We Welcome Your getters
To The Editor

International

between African-American
women and those in Third

and team outdoor skills in a
beautiful outdoor setting, then
mark your calendars for the

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

Woman’s Hal of Fame.

worked to increase the number
of jobs for black women. She
also helped improve the ties

you want to meet new people

that this can be incorporated
into their livelihood. The

gjves personal training:

work. In 1991, she was induct

ed

arms wildly; just let then flow

ST. AUGUSTINE, FL-If

Basic shampoo & Set $18.00
i--------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.

- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness spells’
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from ali
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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PCUL Promotes Health In The Community
ST.
PE I HRSRl JRG—' I VwST. PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas
County
Urban
League in partnership with

Anheuser-Busch and Great
Bay Distributors, conducted
two days of free health screen
ing services for the citizens of

Pinellas County. The health

QTVWICnrcIlir. fr\r the

information on diet, exercise
and other health related issues.
Attending volunteer health

mobiles of both the Urban
League and Anheuser-Busch
joined forces to meet the

regularly scheduled check
ups.

unprecedented demand, for
health screening services at the
two Health Fairs - the first in

The hours volunteered by
local health professionals
make this event possible.
Nursing students from the

and the second in Clearwater

"***•—

cific community needs for test
ing and for the distribution of

professionals stressed to those
participating the importance of

St. Petersburg on January 12

4

W^nltK

sponsorship for the Health
Fairs in an effort to meet spe

5

Letter To The Editor
AAVREC
Supports Actions
By Police Chief
ST.

PETERSBURG -

In fee hours following fee
incident streets were cleared,

AAVREC is a proactive com
mittee of citizens interested in
fee total welfare of fee com
munity. It is wife this idea in
mind feat we extend to you our

overall there was no evidence
feat fee incident had occurred.
It is interesting to note that

commendations for fee effec

some citizens in fee communi

tive handling of fee recent

ty were not even aware of the
incident until they heard about
it from fee media.

standoff incident that occurred
on 18fe Avenue South.
It was very apparent that
meticulous planning had

traffic flowed normally, and

on January 13,1999. Services

Pinellas
County
Urban
League’s Nurses Tutoring Pro

were available each day from
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Joining

gram, from St. Petersburg
Junior College and Pinellas

the sponsors of the Health Fair

Technical Education Center

were numerous co-sponsors,
including: the Johnnie Ruth
Clarke Health Center, the

were on hand to assist with the
two days events, as well as reg
istered nurses from throughout

Black Registered Nurses
Association, Inc. St. Peters

the county. The Pinellas Coun

formed duties in a calm, con
trolled, and knowledgeable

ty Urban League extends its
sincere gratitude to these indi
viduals and also to the many

manner that seemed to diffuse
any explosive activity by the
crowd of onlookers.

organizations who volunteered

AKA Sorority, Inc.,
Invites All To Opening
Ceremony

burg Chapter, St. Petersburg

Junior College, Pinellas Tech
nical Education Center, the
Pinellas
County
Health
Department and the Sickle
Cell Disease Association of
America - St. Petersburg

Chapter.
The Health Fairs provided
the public with free screening
of blood pressure, blood sugar,

both time and effort to aid in
improving the health of resi
dents of the county. Without

this type of health screening
services, many residents who
have limited resources would

TAMPA - Gamma Theta
Omega Chapter will hold a

not receive the preliminary
health care that may prove

ribbon-cutting ceremony on
Saturday, January 23rd, on fee

cholesterol, sickle cell anemia,

instrumental in preventing

vision, height and weight. Vol

and/or identifying the onset of
serious medical conditions.
People of all ages, eco
nomic strata, cultural and
racial backgrounds stopped by
the Fairs at some time through
out the two days of services to
take advantage of the medical
screening services and infor
mation which were available.
One hundred seventy-five
individuals received services at
the St. Petersburg location and

unteer health professionals

were on site to answer ques
tions related to health and
immunization issues. Addi
tionally, free immunizations,

both routine and those in keep
ing with the new requirements
for school enrollment, were

available for children and
youth, infants through age 18.
The mission of the Health
Fairs was to increase availabil
ity of free health screening ser
vices and health-related informatiorifo tfie 'g^hbrdl' pMici
The importance of health
screening can not be over
emphasized. It offers the
opportunity for early identifi
cation of existing conditions
which may affect an individ
ual’s health and well being.

The health screenings were
conducted from the two health
mobiles and under an adjacent

brightly colored tent. In part
nership with the Pinellas
County Urban League, Great
Bay Distributors, the local dis

occurred in anticipation of
such an incident. Officers and
fee Community Awareness
Response Team (CART) per

spacious grounds of fee AKA
Sorority House, 412 East 7th
Avenue, Tampa, in recognition
of fee 9th Annual Ivy AKAdemy Celebration. Hours are
from 10am until 2pm. Florida
Supreme Court Justice Peggy

screening services may well
impact continued health and
the

announcement of the next

Color Me Human
have

just

received a sizeable grant
which will allow them fo

people who love and will miss

the organization for the past
two years, will be serving on
an official ad hoc basis when

her greatly-as well as a legacy
of tireless service.
The monthly board meet

help is needed. Bernice Dar
ling is the new board president
(previous vice president), and

ing of Color Me HumanTampa Bay will be held Mon

Marcie Biddleman joined the
board as vice president. The

day, January 25fe, at 7pm at
their new office at 2335 22nd

regularly scheduled elections

Avenue South (come in
through the Free Clinic
entrance). As well as an open

move to the next logical stage
for a grassroots organization-

are coming this May.
It will take four people to

from being an entirely volun
teer oiganization to one with

fill in the gap left by one
remarkable soul. Barbara
McCord, our first ex-officio

house and chance to christen

president, will be leaving at. the
end of February to return to the

them to brainstorm ideas for

Chicago area (after a 27 year

Please R.S.V.P. by calling
Shelby at 578-4478 no- later

paid staff, resources and time
to nurture new ideas. They
now have a wonderful oppor
tunity to further challenge
themselves and spread the

joint messages of celebrating

diversity and promoting one
ness within their human fami
ly-

Second, they are finally,
going to have their own office,
graciously provided for them
by the St. Petersburg Free
Clinic and located at the
always-lively Sanderlin Cen

Shelby Jiggetts-Tivony has

will also be an opportunity for

Important
Gibbs
Meeting —
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Gibbs Gladiator Alumni Asso
ciation will meet on January
23rd at Wildwood Recreation
Center at 5pm. All alumni are

encouraged to attend.
For further questions, con
tact Minson Rubin at 3271718 or Jet or Rhonda Jackson
at 894-6045.

READ A

fee future direction of CMH.

NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

than Friday, January 22nd.

AUTOMOBILE UNLIMITED
jggg—j

"Michael"

EXAMPLE

ter.

their new space, this gathering

absence) to be wife her family.
She leaves behind a number of

™

For information or direc

tions, call Maria at 973-2141.

See you.feere!

All past or present African American Farmers,

Urban League Health Fair to

you all about it.
i First, .they

Alpha

ATTENTION

be scheduled soon.

history, and they want to tell

This year’s theme ‘Blazing
New Trails’ reflects fee organi
zation’s national program tar

- man resource and community

products, annually offers co-

is about to embark on a very
exciting new chapter in their

service programs designed to
energize and empower indi
viduals of all ethnic groups and
ages.

cious, free refreshments.

by

free educational training, hu-

tributor of Anheuser-Busch

ST. PETERSBURG Color Me Human-Tampa Bay

AAVREC would like to
extend their wishes for the
continued success of our chief
of pol ice, Goliath Davis.

Ivy AKAdemy is a compre

Sponsored

served at the Clearwater loca
tion. Of these numbers, 253
were screened for blood pres
sure, with 43 referred for fol
low-up; and 238 for choles
terol, with 128 referred for fol
low-up. Although the Health
Fairs carried benefits for all,
for those who were referred to
their own physicians for fol
low-up following tests outside
normal parameters, the health

for

demonstrated by fee depart
ment.

Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., the

A Quince and Hillsborough
Circuit Court Judge Perry lit
tle will be on hand to perform
the honors.

hensive center that provides

Look

lent leadership and fee profes
sionalism and sensitivity

gets: Education, Health, fee
Black Family, Economic
Empowerment and the Arts.
Join us for a fun time as we
continue our commitment of
service to fee world communi
ty. There will be ‘make and
take’ activities and loads of
exhibits. Tour fee layout of the
Ivy AKAdemy and enjoy deli

an additional ninety-two were

longevity.

Certainly, as an organiza
tion, we want to go on record
in support of the chief’s excel

"BEST FOR LESS"

322-0628 / PAGER 419-3983
CARS - TRUCKS - VANS

1

your rights may be affected by a

I

nationwide class action lawsuit. You may be

I

entitled to compensation and damages.

You may be a potential class member if you farmed or
attempted to farm between January 1,1981 and
December 31, 1996, and applied to the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) for participation in a
federal farm credit or benefit program and believe that
you were discriminated against based on race.
Settlement of the lawsuit has been preliminarily
approved by the Court.
The Deadline to Opt-Out of the Class is 120 days from
date of final approval of settlement.
The Deadline to file a claim is 180 days from date of

final approval of settlement.
The Hearing before the Court for final approval is
March 2,1999.

If you wish to obtain more information about
this case, obtain a claim package, or obtain a
form to opt-out, call toll free:

"NO ONE BEATS MY CASH PRICES"

84 - Subaru - ice cold air

$1200

87 - Chevy Astro - Van

$2295

Chevy Lumina

$2295

been serving as one of the
facilitators for the Institute for

90

the Healing of Racism and

91 - Ford Taurus

$2295

now joins CMH as the pro
gram coordinator. Sharon Joy
Kleitsch, an active supporter of

87 - Cadillac - Sedan Deville

$3395

p -1-800-646-2873
DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT OR CLERK'S
OFFICE FOR INFORMATION

6
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OverfloW CroWd Honors Dr. Martin Luther Kings Dream
bv Dianne Speights

1

ST. PETERSBURG “We must work unceasingly to
lift this Nation that we love to

a higher destiny, to a new
plateau of compassion, to a

more noble expression of
humanness.” Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr.
A record breaking number
of approximately 700 persons

showered the St Peterebuig
Coliseum on Monday morn
ing, January 18 to celebrate as

well as pay respect to the
dream of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. The 13th Annual
Leadership and Awards break
fast was coordinated by the

L-R: Brice Packer, G.W. Wimbish, Esq., and Rev. M. Mason Walker

Rev. Fred L. Buckine

L-R: Wauretta M. Guilford and Robert Anders

MLK Commemorative Com
mission in partnership with the

Fine Ladies and Youth Council

of the St. Petersbing Metropol
itan Section of the National
Council of Negro Women.
The speaker, Rev. Fred L
Buckine challenged the atten

dees on our responsibility to
educate black youth. Buckine's message awarded me an

opportunity to reflect and reas

sure myself that I’m on the
right track, said \fyrle Davis,
retired school administrator.

Dr. David Welch echoed those
sentiments reflecting on the
many programs and organiza
tions building and naming pro
grams to help youth. Accord
ing to Solomon Stephens,

Asst. Supt. EEO, “Pinellas
County Schools has and con
tinues1 to show a strong com
mitment to programs reaching
out to help black youth” Lee

Benjamin,
■>

School

Board

Chairman also shared the
school systems commitment

to the community and black
ybuth.
Buckine adjusted his
schedule and made an interna
tional flight to support the
breakfast.
The celebration continued
with the awarding of the
Humanitarian Award to Robert
Anders, who has shared his

whole life in helping other
people. The Packer/Carroll

Award to C. Beth Wimbish.
The award was presented by
Birice Packer. The NCNW

Verdya Dennard Robinson
Scholarship to Demetrous
Taylor, Senior Dixie Hollins
High. The MLK Commission

Scholarship award was pre

sented by chairperson, Rev.

Mason Walker to
a
youth at St. Petersburg High
School. Special recognition
was given to John Wilson of

WTVT who served as Master
of Ceremonies and Ricardo
Welch, musician and St.

Joseph Church received the
Faith Base Award.

Other program participants

were Rev. Dr. Earl Smith, Pas

You can find The Weekly Challenger

tor of Lakeview Presbyterian,
The Alumni Singers, Mayor
David Fischer, Rev. Father
Callist Nyambo, Pastor of St.

at the following locations:

Joseph Catholic, Mary Clowers. President Elect, NCNW;
Dianne Speights, Vice Presi

dent of Youth Development,
NCNW; Wauretta Guilford,
President, NCNW; Charles

Carroll, Vice Chairman, MLK
Commemorative Commission

and Rev. M. Mason Walker,

FAMILY OWNED OVER 20 YEARS
327-&3O9 • 400 49th Street South • St. PeUrs Petersburg • 32S-S3O9

Chairman.
Special Note: A special

Mid Peninsula
Seafood

thanks to all who attended the
breakfast. NCNW apologies
for any and all errors in seating

Market- & Restaurant
OPEN Mon.-Sat, 11am-9pm • Closed Sunday

any guest especially those who
were seated at the Chairman's
second table for truly each of

you, are very special and
important to us.

•-f E F.'Po p c otri ”5hn nip

"TOO TIRED TO
COOK?
ORDER THE"

TAIL GATER!
Please see next week's
edition for additional

FEEDS 4-6

photos.

41

• 1 Lb. Fish Fingers

•
•
•
•

Family Size Fries
Pint Cole Slaw
Dozen Compuppies
Upgrade To Large
Shrimp For $6.00

ONLY

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
• Bar-B-Q King On Main, Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
• Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm.River Plaza
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
• Golden Comb on Main Street

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7,-11, Temple Terrace Highway

IN CLEARWATER
• Charters Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&TDept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S, Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
(
'• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
• Ross Norton Recreation Center
5.Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr, '
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ufmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.
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to generation. Not only did this
activity provide an excellent

Toasting Success To Tom Bird
Raymond C. Givens Seminar

opportunity for fee boys to
understand their place in the
family, but it encouraged inter

Park Middle School. He is a
graduate of Redan High
School. Stone Mountain, GA.

action with the boys and their
families, as well.

Raymond is a June 1998
honor graduate of the Univer
sity of Georgia, Athens, GA.

In addition, Mr. Robinson
has been using the discipline of
the chess game to teach and
illustrate some important

using problem solving skills
they will be unsuccessful dur
ing a play. Mr. Robinson feels

However, Jawanza Kunjufii feels that there are many

learn valuable lessons from
chess. The boys are fascinated
by this unique teaching style

students who are the who are*
the exception to the rule. Those

and cannot wait for his visit
eveiy other week. Thanks to
Mr. Robinson and the boys at
Mt. Vernon for sharing this

students are not as affected by

peer pressure and are often
more individualistic in person
ality. These students are not

exciting activity.

ruled by their peer group and
demonstrate that they have not

Pinellas County Schools
500 Role Models of Excel

only the ability, but the desire
to be successful.

lence Project was created to
boost the self-image, social

In the next few paragraphs

skills and academic perfor

we will highlight some stu
dents who have been recog

mance of young African
American males in our public

nized for achievement in their

and have been receiving
intense mentoring from suc

mentoring group especially
designed for African Ameri

embracing the virtues of
“Respect, Responsibility, and
Restraint”. It is obvious from

can boys, may call Mr. W. J.
Bryant, Coordinator, Pinellas
County Schools 500 Role
Models of Excellence Project,
15 538-7167, ext. 1154.

their accomplishments that
these boys have listened and
learned well.

Dalvontae Coley is a 9th
grader at Dixie Hollins High
School. Described in-the-past

Hope VI

as a “frequent visitor to the
principal’s office, he has made
some dramatic changes that

will help ensure his future suc
cess. While he used to skip
school and disrupt classes,
Dalvonte has developed a new
interest in school that has

perfect attendance and an

during their visit to Enterprise
Village and highly praised for
a job well done. In addition to
his excellent grades, Savoy is

excellent attitude. This won
derful enthusiasm for school
has been evident,’ not only in

very well behaved. His teacher
at Ponce de Leon, Mr. R.D.
Bell, is extremely proud of his

inspired better grades, near

his participation in St. Petersbuig Police Sgt. A1 White’s
role models group, but in his

position of responsibility on
the school newspaper’s pho

tography staff. According to
Assistant Principal Sadie

Reed, these accomplishments
can be directly attributed to
Dalvontae's involvement with

Community
Forum

(L to R): Sgt. A1 White & 9th grade Dalvontae
Coley (Dixie Hollins High School, St.Pete)

ST. PETERSBURG - A

The lessons that Archie has
learned at the elementary level
will hopefully extent into the

middle school years. This is a
critical time for boys like

Hope VI Community Forum
will be held Thursday, January
21st, from 6pm to 8:30pm at
fee Jordan Park Community

Archie, when they find them

Center, 2240 9th Avenue S.
The forum is being hosted

selves tom between positive or

by the Community Council on

student’s academic accom
plishments and is confident

negative influences. Congratu

lations to Archie, Dr. McRae,

Housing (CCH) and St. Peters
burg Housing Authority Board

Savoy can complete the year
with excellent scholastic
achievement. Good luck,

Ms. Nancy Harrell and the
staff at Melrose for their contri

of Commissioners.
“Our goal is to address res

butions and commitment.
Something unique is hap

ident and community concerns
about the Hope VI project,”
stated CCH Vice Chairman

Savoy, and keep up the good

work!
At St. Petersburg’s Mel
rose Elementary School, 5th
grader Archie Holmes used to

the role models program and

the mentors.
Making straight A’s does
not appear to be a major prob
lem for Savoy Solomon. A

fifth grader at Ponce de Leon
Elementary School in Clear
water, Savoy enjoys math and’
was the class “bookkeeper

pening at Mt. Vernon Elemen

tary in St. Petersburg. The role
model, Mr. Oscar Robinson,

Lerric Boyd. “We hqpe the

has been working with a small

forum will help to allay many
of the residents’ fears and dis

have problems with grades
and especially his behavior, in

group of boys for the past few
months. Under his leadership,

pel some of the misinforma
tion that has been circulating

and out of school. Fro some
time now, Archie has been

the boys have explored their

throughout the community.”
For more information
about the forum, individuals

working with Dr. Paul McRae,
a role ;model with the 500
Role Models of Excellence
Project, and things are definite

ly turning around for the better.

heritage and ancestry by the
use of “family trees”. This was

accomplished with the help of

older relatives at home, recall

may call Kathleen Galloway at
the Authority, (727) 323-3171.

ing the stories that have been
passed down from generation

CARPET SALE
LONG WEARING

STAIN RESISTANT

High Gloss

ITALIAN RUSTIC STONE

BERBERS

MARBLEIZED CERAMIC

CERAMIC TILE
13X13
99^Sq.Ft.

COMMERCIAL CARPET

Priced
From

$099
W

SO. YD.

Priced
From

$C99
W

16X16

SQ. YD.

$129Sq

see the largest inventory of carpet and
ceramic tile in the state of Florida.
This week we are featuring quality
Wear-Dated carpet styles starting at
$6.99 sq. yd. Made with the finest fibers,
Wear-Dated carpet looks better longer.

YOU

IMBED

TO

$1099

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

249-2088

Medicine in Durham, NC.

Family and friends gathered

Raymond’s present aspiration
is to become a Pediatric Sur

during the holidays, December
30th, to wish success to Ray
mond C. Givens. Raymond
has completed his first semes
ter as a medical student at
Duke University School of

geon.
He attended elementaiy
and middle school at Immacu
late Conception Catholic, Bay
Vista Elementaiy and Pinellas

Givens

and

wife

Angela and children from
Safety Hatbor.

The workshop on Friday is
from 6-9pm. On Saturday,
8:30am-5pm. Both are in
Room 300 of the Social Arts

Raymond’s grandmother,

building. Lunch (on your own)
is from llam-noon. The cam

Rosa Lee Givens, and cousin,
Willettee of St. Petersbuig,

pus is at 6600 5th Ave. N., St
Petersbuig.

were absent but sent gifts of
love and best wishes for a suc

As a motivator, Bird oper
ates from the position that “all
that you ever want to write is

cessful future.

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
socialjustice."

already written inside you just
waiting to be released,” and

he’s there to help you find the
door.

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

Police
‘The Center for Ethics is
pleased to recognize a man
who represents professional
success and strong leadership
through a concerted commit
ment to ethics and integrity,”
said Debbie Thome LeQair,
Director of the Center for
Ethics. “We look forward to
honoring him.”

Davis holds a doctorate in
criminology from Florida
State University. He joined the
St. Petersbuig Police Depart
ment in 1973 as a public safe
ty agent and later became a
patrol officer, recruiter, instruc
tor and vice detective.

chief in 1984, and assistant
chief in 1989. He took over as

chief in 1997 when recent riot
ing and racial strife blighted
the city and its police depart
ment.

From the beginning Davis

promoted a policy of respect,

He was promoted to divi

accountability and integrity.

sion chief in 1980, to deputy

“My theme is respect...” he

says. “I’m emphasizing fee
fact that it doesn’t matter if
you’re African American,
Caucasian, Asian we owe it to
ourselves to respect the dignity
of the human condition.”
For

further

information

contact the Center for Ethics at

813-258-7415 or 258-7408.

50,000 Pair In Stock!!!

All Shoes

EVEN
LEATHER!!

WHOLESALE
PRICES TO
THE PUBLIC
GREAT
PRICES ON
BOOTS!

NEVER PAY
RETAIL
AGAIN
LADIES’
MEN’S
CHILDREN'S

I

SQ. YD.

GREAT
PURSE
SELECTION

KENNETH

COLE

SHOE
FACTORY

KNOW. -A

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

PETERSBURG -

MILLION
DOLLAR
BLOWOUT

WEAR-DATED 2

WEAR-DATED' CARPET 3
ALL

Cedric

ST.

arate how-to-get-published/innovative writing workshops
over that Friday and Saturday.

Ft.

Name brand carpet at wholesale prices.

IT’S

(L to R): Deborah & Raymond Givens

campus,

Lifelong Learning Program at
341-4441 or 341-4451.

Anyone wishing for more
information regarding this elite

community. The program’s
major emphasis includes

wife Cheryl and children from
Greenville, MS; Darlene
Givens, Atlanta, GA; and

Petersburg/Gibbs

where he will present four sep

matched with successful black

boys

many important ways.

cessful adult males from the

PETERSBURG -

-Martin Luther King, Jr.
To sign up, call SPJC’s

These

men from the community
who, as “role models”, can
inspire them to improve in

(L to R): Mr. Bell & Savoy Solomon (Ponce de
Leon Elementary, Clearwater)

ST.

Author Tam Bird, who sold
his first book at the age of 25,
comes to St Petersbuig Junior

are

schools.

schools. These young men are
all members of the 500 Role
Models of Excellence Project

were out-of-towners Michael
Hany and wife Wanda and
children from Madison, NC;
Roderick Givens, MD, and

that the significance of each
chess piece is relevant to our
daily lives and the students can

Mt. Vernon Elementary, St. Petersburg

At SPJC

Joining Raymond for the
College January 29th-30th to
celebration was his mother,
conduct a seminar he designed
Deborah Givens, formerly of
to help other would-be authors
Atlanta, GA. The affair was
sell their woik.
given by his uncle and aunt,
A former publicist for the
Clarence and Willene Givens.
Pittsburgh Pirates, Bird will
Among many cousins present appear at the college’s St.

strategic planning in order to
play this game. The boys will
quickly learn that without

Mr. Oscar Robinson, Mentor of 500 Role Models of Excellence Project at

ST. PETERSBURG

7

BAYONET POINT

S.W. CORNER OF 22NO AVE. & 28TH ST.

N.E. CORNER OF U.S.19&HWY. 52

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

TAMPA

1216 FOWLER
813-979-0999

ST.PETERSBURG

6754 22nd Ave. NOR]
727-344-0999^-4
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North Central Florida
‘An Evening With Surakhan’ —
Rosetta Late Night ShoW Comeback
Cohen
Forshee
over 67 years.

East Lake

There will be an Apprecia

Pastor Leonard Scott, and
Program Chairpersons, Danny

tion Program on Sunday, Janu
ary 24, at 11:00 am. for Sis.

and Geneva Summers invites
the public to come out on the

\feleria Crim of Ocala A com
mitted and supporting member

above date and help show your
love and appreciation for Sis.

of East Lake First Baptist
Church, Sis. Crim is not only
whole heartedly steadfast at
their home church, but is sup
portive of surrounding church

Crinti

First Baptist Church

es in the area as well.
Sis. Crim was bom Sep

tember 2, 1916 in the Lake
Weir area to the late Annie and
Quince Hill. The only suivivor
of 9 children she contributes
her longevity to her strong trust
in God, taking good care of

herself and not being afraid to
do a honest day’s work.
East Lake First Baptist
Church, known a the “Little
Church By The Water’s
Edge”, located in East Lake
Weir, Florida, became Sis.
Veleria Crim’s church while

she was in her early teenage
years. This makes her a mem

evening with Surakhan” deter

audience that Aisenio Hall left
behind in 1994, the all impor

mined to ignite the spark that

tant 18-49 demographics most

will illuminate the blackout in
late night television come the
fall of 1999, will leap full force
into the new millennium with

appealing to television stations

NEW

YORK

-

An

his new talk variety show, the
New York native will serve as
host and executive producer of
the new late night edition, in

■a*********

Bethel Baptist Association

The next Bethel Associa
tion Union will be held Janu
ary 27 thru the 30th. This
Union will be held at the
Bethel Headquarters located at
1000 Thomas Avenue in Lees
burg, Florida.
The Union is to convene
Wednesday, January 27 thru
Friday, January 26th at 7:30
p.m. Saturday, the 27th, has
been dedicated to the youth
and will get started at 10:00
am.
Wednesday
night
is
Sumter County Night; Thurs
day night is Lake County
Night and Friday night is Mar
ion, Orange and Pasco Coun

ties Night,

Zora! Zora! Zora!

standing humanities panel for

cance of her hometown,
Eatonville, popularly known
as “the oldest, incorporated
municipality in the United
states to be founded by
African Americans,” and the
cultural contributions made to
the United States and the
world by people of African
descent.

Hurston Festival ‘99 (January

When asked to comment

whose

“Crosscurrents:

theme

is

Themes,

on the success of the Festival,
executive director, N.Y.

Texts, and Testimonies African

Nathiri responds, “over the

People in the Diaspora Con
sidering the Challenge of Cul

past ten years, our organization
has been blessed with a fantas

tural Continuity in the New
Millennium.”

tic team, which is dedicated
absolutely to providing our

Hurston Festival ‘99 will
feature distinguished historian,

public with the finest quality

Dr. John Hope Franklin, out
standing performing artist and
scholar, Dr. Rex Nettleford;
renowned visual artist, John
Biggers; master storyteller;
Jackie Torrence; and musical
genius and jazz legend, Max

Roach.
Established in 1990,
Hurston Festival is recognized
now as one of America’s pre
mier cultural arts events, pre

senting a multidisciplinary arts
and humanities program. The
festival celebrates the life and
work of charismatic twentieth

century writer, folklorist, and
anthropologist, Zora Neale
Hurston; the historic signifi

event we can. Our visitors
know that we will give them
‘their money’s worth.” Our

vendors know that we will
attract ten of thousands of cus

tomers. Our marketing part
ners know that a relationship
with Hurston Festival is, for
them, ‘a dream come true.’
This combination of ingredi

ents, then, has been the key to
our success.”
Festival attendance has
climbed from 10,000 in 1990
to 95,000 in 1998. P.EC., the

festival’s organizer, projects a
minimum of 125,000 for its
tenth year celebration during
that weekend.

F* We weietfrtte Your Letters 1
To The Editor
Sericl your letters to:
,2500 - 9th Street South'' J
St. Petersburg^ FL 33707
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Opening Soon!

$

5

Sterling Place, located at 600 Old Combee Road in Lakeland ,
will be opening soon! Sponsored and professionally manage d
by United Church Homes, Inc., located in Marion, Ohio.Sterlin 3
Place offers residents many amenities!
Residents of Sterling Place pay only 30% of their adjuste J
monthly income for rent.
For more information please call (941) 859-7856, or stop
by our office Monday thru Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

To be eligible, applicants must be age 62 or older.
Accessible units available.
Equal Housing Opportunity * Equal Employment Opportunity

from, Surakhan plans to move
his shows fer from the format
originated by NBC in the early
1950s with the Tonight Show,
the program will have a differ
ent setup, with segments that
will blow you away, the pro
gram is defined as producing

broadcasting.
The cancelation of Buena

Vista The Keenan Ivory
Wayans Show, Columbia/Tristar Vibe with Sinbad and
Twentieth Century Fox, The

Magis Hour with Magic John
son, was evident in part

It has been said that there is a
crisis in black leadership. I
agree. But, more and more, I
find myself questioning the
term “black leader.” Who
really is a black leader!
WASHINGTON - Who
really is a black leader? Is it A1

Sharpton at his most outra
geous? Is it Khalid Abdul

down-and-out and in need of
welfare and other handouts,
then you are not my leader.
If you willfully break the
laws of God and man yet
blame whites when you finally
get caught, then you are not

my leader.
If you

haven’t

been

Muhammad when he’s spew

involved in fee black commu
nity for years yet call on us for

ing hateful insults at Jews and

help when you get in trouble,

other races? Or, it is Kweisi

then you are not my leader.
If you started out as a min
ister yet spend more time at

gant? Is the rapper/actor Ice T
or Sister Souljah a leader? Was

fee late, widely-talented and
charismatic Tupac Shakur a
leader?
Frankly, I believe that
many black public figures are
simply crowned as leaders by
a clueless press. The public fig
ure may not have anything of
substance to say, but if he or
she says it loud enough...viola!

The press discovers and
anoints a new leader. In fee
midst of all this, and after some

pondering, I’ve developed
some personal criteria for
deciding whom I will dignify
wife fee title of leader:
If you have no real com
munity ties and derive your
position largely from whites,

then you are not my leader.

city hall or preening for fee
cameras than teaching fee
word of God, then you are not
my leader.
If you prevent black chil

dren from a decent education
by any means necessary whether it be vouchers or oth
erwise, but send our kids to pri

vate schools, then you are not
my leader.

Real leadership and show
manship are two different
things. Some so-called leaders

are really nothing more than
entertainers. They give us a
chuck-and-jive show, but offer
little concrete substance or

solutions. For some time now,
many in fee black community
have been pointing out that
much of today’s black leader
ship has lost touch wife fee

How We Can Truly
Honor The Memory
Of Dr. King
WASHINGTON, D.C.In honor of fee memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. on fee
celebration of his birthday, fee
Democratic National Commit
tee (DNC) called upon all

Americans to live up to his call
for public service.
“In honoring fee life of one

of fee world’s greatest leaders,
it is incumbent upon each of us
to look beyond fee poignancy
of his words and seek their
higher meaning,” said DNC
General Chair Roy Romer.
“We must all strive to turn his

words into deeds, his dreams
into actions.
' “When Dr. King said, ‘an
individual has not started liv
ing until he can rise above fee

narrow confines of his individ
ualistic concerns to fee broader
concerns of all humanity’ he
was imploring each of us to do

echo that call.”
‘Tt is unfortunate feat while
so much has been improved,
fee economy is going well,
incomes are up and unemploy
ment rates are down, violent
crime is at its lowest level in

over 25 years - there still exist
divisions in our society,” said

Steve

Grossman,

DNC

National Chair
“Dr. King knew that by
coming together for fee com
mon good we could erase

roar! If you run away from
life’s threatening circum

and humiliations and fee pub
lic outcry for His crucifixion,

stances, they will always
threaten you. When you face
fee problem, fee mystery is dif

fee Lord persevered and over
came, even fee death of fee

joined President Clinton and
fee White House and took a

“day on” instead of a “day off’
to volunteer in their communi

ty or commit to some other act
of public service.

around us,” Romer said. “We

NAACP Questions
Objectivity OfAnny Report
Investigation

mured in private is now being
heard in public. It’s time for

(CIDC) following sexual mis

BALTIMORE, MD-The
U.S. Army has released a

Command

conduct charges against sol
diers at Aberdeen Proving

on how much money you can

some new faces and fresh
ideas. It’s time for genuine, not

extract from fee government in
fee form of social programs,

showboating. It’s time for con

fee CIDC investigations were

then you are not my leader.

structive
and
reasoned
thought, not finger-pointing

“not racially motivated and
that all allegations of racial bias

If you claim to know fee
heart and soul of all black

and emotionalism.

were without merif’. NAACP
President and CEO Kweisi

Ground. The Army ruled that

statement in response to fee

release of fee report:
‘The NAACP will con
duct a comprehensive review
and analysis of fee details in
this report within fee next few
days and will engage in further

dialogue with Defense Depart
ment officials on this matter as
well as fee broader issue of

racial bias throughout fee

armed services. We will have
more to say on this matter at

28:18, St Luke 22:44).
Please notice that it takes

him! (Judges 14:5,6).

Goliath “roared” against
David and the men of Israel, as
champion of fee Philistine
army. Fearlessly, David ran to
fee roar, thereby killing fee

faith in God and fee power of
fee Holy Ghost to run to life’s

giant wife a stone and a sling.

tail and run when oppositions

David’s

came! Yet, if we realize that fee
battle is not ours, but the

faith

was

roars, as opposed to running

away from them! Many a
valiant warrior has had to tuck

great

because he had previously
killed a lion and a bear that

Lord’s, He will fight for us

had threatened his flock and
God had delivered him. (I

and bring us victory! If we

Samuel 17) He defeated

depend upon ourselves, we
will fail every time. However,

Goliath in the Name of the

our God is able to do All things

Lord!

and that terrible roar or clamor

In fee garden of Gethse-

that you hear in fee distance is
just another opportunity for

mane, Jesus heard fee roarings
of fee cross while He prayed,

of blood. He asked his Father
to let fee bitter cup pass from

To honor Dr. King’s call
for public service, fee DNC

grave three days later declar

spirit of the Lord came upon

improve the lives of all Ameri
cans,” Grossman said. “To
borrow from Dr. King, ‘every
body can be great. Because
anybody can serve.”

and

Holy Spirit He rose from the

nath and he tore the lion apart
wife his bare hands, After the

as sweat ran down like drops

divisions

large or small, to help those

same. What was once mur

God to demonstrate Hrs power
and might!
Run to the roar!

Dunnellon Moves
Location Of Feb.
3rd Meeting
DUNNELLON - The
Dunnellon Airport and Indus
trial Park Advisory Board has
moved fee location of their

at fee Rainbow Springs State
Campground, 18185 SW 94th

February meeting.
This meeting will be held

tact Marion County Parks
Dept at 236-7111.

Street, Dunnellon, FL.
for more information con

READING IS VITAL
FOR THE MIND!
Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church

Hi?

v

IBB

515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School. .'............ 9:30 a.m
. Morning Worship............. . 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship.............. .'. .6 p.m
Prayer Service & BibleStudy
Wednesday...................... 6:30 p.m.

feat time.”

Mfume issued fee following

TTPfWGRLD
p & i n i i n a
810 N.W. 25th Avenue ♦ Suite 101

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215

Ocala, Florida 34475

(352)351-2582
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785
Email: ofponder@typeworld.com '

Website; http//www.typeworld.com

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

Monday
8:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and’
6:30 PM9:30 PM

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead-Envelopes-Tickets-Brochures-Souvenir Books*Invitations
(wedding/social/graduation)
Forms*Flyers*Catalogs*Business Cards*Newsletters*Price Lists
•Carbonless Forms*Pocket Folders*Bumper Stickers*Four Color
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s4 *Votete44- Peefiie.
«,
'Pofietew. Peajde!

or panther? No, you run to fee

help

those

something, no matter how

If your wealth or at least

Support Florida Voters
League, Inc.
A Non-Partisan
Organization Striving
for 100% Voter
Registration and an
Active and Informed
Electorate

cruel cross and died that you
and I might have a right to the
tree of life. Amidst scourings

ing, “All power is given unto
Me in heaven and in earth!”
(See St. Matthew 26-39;

report on investigations of
racial bias by its Criminal

a change.

from an angel; Jesus faced fee

son in fee vineyards of Tim

folks have begun to say fee

traying black America as poor,

in front of you Do you turn
and run in fee opposite direc
tion, thinking you may have
stumbled upon a lion, a tiger;

Him, if it were possible. Nev
ertheless, as He continued to
agonize in prayer and subse
quently received strengthening

to attend.

to do, then you are not my
leader.

or get ready to retire back into
private life. Black America is
waiting. We need and deserve

Imagine yourself in a jun
gle. You hear a ferocious growl

to recapture the hip young

represent.
Slowly but surely, ordinary

avoid speaking to workingclass black man, then you ate

By Daniel Banks

because not one has been able

yet you yourself have no
inkling of what you are going

America yet cross fee street to

iliSt

cross! By the Power of the

people they are supposed to

But most of all it’s time for
our leaders to do just that - lead

J118

IF

fused and fee fear is van
quished!
Alton roared against Sam

If you publicly curse fee
white man for all he has done

your comfortable living stan
dard - is based almost entirely

iBBBEIP*

the impossible with pure
Magic, a party that all will love

Surakhan

Who’s A Leader?

not my leader.
If you make speeches por

j

that CBS Late Show with
David Letterman originates

development for the fall, he
feels producing strong televi
sion and making the right

Mfume at his most extrava

27-31),

Live from Lifetime Television
Studios in New York; the city

moves is the answer to a
lengthy run in television

ber who has been faithful for

EATONVILLE, FL-The
Association to Preserve the
Eatonville Community Inc.
(P.E.C.) presenter.. of the
award-winning annual Zora
Neale Hurston Festival of the
Arts and Humanities is proud
to celebrate ten years of
Hurston Festivals with an out

and advertisers, this is the main
target for “An Evening with
Surakhan” that will originate

III

Light I
Of The I
World I

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce
Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:

1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana
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North Central Florida
New Majority Council
Celebrates Martin Luther
King’s Birthday

“Miss Good Thing

Ocala
News

Prophet and Apostle
Joanne Long will be the guest
for the “Miss Good Thing
Conference.” The event will

by James Thorpe

take place on January 22-24,
1999.

Conference”

WASHINGTON
Republican National Commit

“A Man’s Gotta Do What
Announcement

3rd Annual Founder’s Day

The St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church Montaque,

3861 S.E. Maricamp Road,
Ocala, Fla. Rev. EJE.Chisholm
Sr. Pastor, will be observing

their annual Missionary Day
program on Sunday January
24, 1999 at 11:00 a.m. with

Minister Keith Blunt and at
3:00 pan., Minister Raymond

Music Extravaganza

The 3rd Annual Founder’s
Day Gospel Music Extrava
ganza will be held February

14, 1999 at 7:00 p.m. at the
United Theological Seminary,

1105 NW 4th Street in Ocala,

FL. Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr.
Moderator.

Green. We are looking forward

Restoration Ministries

to this occasion and fellow
ship.

of Reconciliation

January Birthdays

Gary Atkins, Jan. 10th; Algene
Hopkins, Jan. 12th; Elisha

Bradshaw, Jan. 17th; William
Bright , Sr. Jan. 17th; Lilly

The Networking Prayer
Breakfast will be held on Sat
urday, January 23, 1999 at
9:00 a.m. at Restoration Min
istries, 1732 NW 2nd Avenue.

tee Co-Chairman Patricia Har
rison honored Rev. Martin

AMan’s Gotta Do Conference
will also be held with special

Luther King Jr. as a great indi
vidual, man and American.
Mrs. Harrison observed,

guest Beau Williams and other
mighty men of God. This con
ference will take place Febru
ary 11-14,1999.

“In his historic I Have A
Dream speech, Martin Luther

For more information call
(352)351-3266.

King painted an historic

21st century is that while much

IRS auditors. This agenda

work yet must be done, all
Americans are committed to
seeing Dr. King’s dream

means safe neighborhoods
where children can play in
front yards and fee school

become a reality.

yards safe from criminals.
“This is where we lay fee
foundation for fee gre^f Civil

“What we understand
today is that we must boldly

move forward. The Republi
can Party is as committed as
any individual or oiganization

vision: ‘I have a dream my

can be to help create this
four little children will one day world. We are working on a
live in a nation where they will legislative agenda to ensure
not be judged by the color of feat Dr. King’s legacy pros
their skin but by the content of pers. This agenda includes
their character.’
school choice so that all chil
Mrs. Harrison continued: dren, regardless of economic
“No American would say feat status or race will receive fee

Pre Valentine’s Banquet

‘Two Hearts One Flesh” is
the theme for the Pre-Valen
tine’s Banquet that will be held
Februaiy 12,1999 at 6:30 pan.
at Grace Episcopal Church
503 S.E. Broadway Street in

we have yet attained Dr.
King’s beautiful world. How

best education. This agenda
includes IRS reform so feat
ever, it cannot be truthfully small businesses, of all ethnic
denied: progress is being backgrounds and gender will
made. The truth that can be have fee opportunity to pros-

Ocala.
For more information and

ticket purchases call host
church at (351) 369-6362.

Seating is limited.

Rights struggles of fee 21st

century. This will be different
from those we have waged in

fee last few days of fee 20th
century. However, these new
challenges are no less impor
tant as they impact upon fee
safety and well-being of our
children. Qearly, we still have

much work ahead of us. How
ever, it is incumbent upon all
of us feat we join once again in
this never-ending march for
what this nation was founded

upon - freedom.”

Society In
Ocala
by
Florence Williams Ray
**********

Birthday greetings go out
to Delores Irving and Qoteria
Mattox, January 20th; Lula

Happy Wedding

Anniversary

Happy anniversary wishes
Parker, January 22nd; Earline go out to Edna and Earl Eng
Pridgeon, Januaiy 23rd; Gloria lish, January 26th; LeVeme
Jean Mount, January 24th and Isiah Cogdell, January
Twila Leach, Januaiy 27th.
28th.
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REWARD!

For any information leading to the
person or persons responsible for
vandalizing the Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with any information.
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told, as we prepare to enter fee per rather than be fearful of

Alexander, Jan. 18th; Calvin
McHellon, Jan. 20th; Margaret
Wiles, Jan. 22nd.

Mrs. Leola Overstreet who
lives over in the Tucker Hill
neighborhood, had a birthday

on Monday, January 18th. She
turned 91 years old, and is a
member of St. Paul AME.
Church.
Red & White
Luncheon Banquet

R. R. Bailey Lodge #486
in conjunction with Electa
Shining Star O.E. S. will hold
it’s annual Red and White
Luncheon Banquet on Friday, “

February 5, 1999 at the
Howard Academy Resource
Center, Ocala, Florida.
The Banquet this year will

feature the Singing Freeman
Sisteis of Coleman, Florida.

The group urge your support
of this worthy effort Members
of the groups will have tickets
for distribution among the

community.
Bro. Alvis Summers,
owner of Summers Funeral
Home is serving as Worshipful
Master of R.R. Bailey group
and Sis. Ruth Shuman is Wor
thy Matron of the Electa Shin
ing Star group.
**********
Second Bethlehem Baptist

Association

The Rev. Dr. James A

Adams, President of the Mod

erators Division of the Nation

al Baptist Convention, USA
Inc. will be the guest of the
Second Bethlehem Baptist
Association and the United

Theological Seminary on Jan
uary 25,1999. Dr. Adams will
preach at a fellowship Service

7:00 p.m. at the Christian Edu
cation Center located at 1105

N.W. 4th Street, Ocala, Hon
da. Dr. Adams pastors the St.
Stephens Baptist Church in

Memphis, TN He is a national

ly known Evangelist and
Moderator of the Friendship
District Association. Dr. Fred
Maeweathers, Sr. is the host
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eautiful people who are proud and strong.
ove that we have is our family bond.

.Ak 11 of the things that we dream and reach for.
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ulture, music, art, dance and more.

ind hearts full of faith and respect.

H
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olding a light on the path of life.

nspiration to fly and soar at great heights.
S^tanding up and speaking out for whats right.

moderator.
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Caching children where to set their sights.
pening our hearts to allow love in our soul.

emembering the past while moving toward our goals.
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ou are black history with everything you do!
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Big Kmart is proud to honor African Americans this black history month.
©1999 Kmart® Corporation
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Do You Remember ?

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?
• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

CARWA
(QUIKLUBE

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., -

PLUS “Free Full Service

I

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

Car Wash. IH.IRA SHIM: |

1 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
|

Under Chassis Spray &

I

|

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

|

’

Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

FULL SERVICE

CAR WASH

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/5/99

Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows
Polish Wax, III, I KA

SHIM: Poly Sealant, Air

' Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Car Wash”

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/5/99

wTw

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/5/99

Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel

Dried & Detailed

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/5/99

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KAS
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

1'
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Tampa Deltas Host
Health & Wellness Expo

Ron Jones Wins $6.36
Million In His Battle
blood as well as register for With Hewlett Packard
bone marrow donations.

Children immunization
participants are required to
have permission from a par-

ent/legal guardian and a copy
of all pages of their immuniza
tion record present.
Local physicians and
health care professionals par
ticipating in Health Care Expo
1999 include:
Marquita

Arradonda,
Dr.
Emile
Commedore, Katura Jenkins
Hall, Dr. Eric Haynes, Katrina

Holley and Dr. Donald White.
The physical and mental
health committee of Tampa
Aumnae Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., is

Chonta Haynes

TAMPA - Local physi information for your general
cians and health care profes health. Activities have been
sionals join Tampa Aumnae planned for every hour. Some
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta of the activities include blood
Sorority, Inc., in sponsoring screening for diabetes and cho
the Health and Wellness Expo. lesterol blood pressure checks,
The event is scheduled for Sat exploring rehabilitation with
urday, January 30th, at the massage therapy and children
Tampa Bay Center, 3302 W. immunizations, as well as
Dr. M.L. King, Jr., Blvd., learning about breast cancer,
Tampa, from 11am until 3pm. clinical depression and pain

This Expo has been management. An opportunity
planned to provide a wealth of is provided for you to donate

the steering committee for this

event. This committee is
chaired by Chonta Haynes.
Sondra Cook serves as the

Expo vice chair, and Marian
Lauria-Davis serves as the
chapter President

Join the ladies of Delta as
we gather information to
improve our physical and

mental health. For more infor
mation, please call the Delta
hotline at 684-1302.

Workshop On Unions
Everywhere workers are
working harder for lower

ST. PETERSBURG - A

workshop called ‘New Union
ism for the 21st Century’ will
be held frcm 12pm to 2pm at
Mirror Lake Library, 5th St
and 3rd Ave. N., on Saturday,
Feb. 6th, Feb. 20th and Feb.
27th, and Refuge Church, 328
9th St. N., on Saturday, Feb.
13th.
Only 13% of U.S. workers

wages while working condi
tions continue to deteriorate.
How can we establish democ
ratic unions in fee south?
The workshop will focus
on fee role and goal of unions,
business vs. social movement
unions and history and new
directions.

are represented by unions. In

The workshop is open to

fee south, it is less than 6%.

all interested working people,

PALOALTO,
CA Things looked bleak for com

would represent fee president

1996 to inform their customers
about Jones’ bulk ink systems,
designed for large-scale print
ers. But several months later,
HP began manufacturing
newer printers wife longerlasting HP cartridges, discour
aging customers from using

of Colossal Graphics, a com
pany feat had filed a $50 mil-

Colossal’s bulk ink feeder.
Jones, who had 20

lion-dollar lawsuit against
Hewlett-Packard for breaking

employees, had to completely
retrench and gear up for battle.

an agreement that virtually put
him out of business.

Ronald S. Katz, a partner
in fee international law firm

puter genius Ron Jones earlier
this year when Attorney John
nie Cochran decided not to
hold a scheduled January press
conference to announce that he

And though Cochran -

Coudert Brothers, and Colos

who made his reputation wife
a bit of doggerel (“If it don’t fit,

sal’s attorney, said “Only in
America would one man fight
a $43 billion corporation and

you must acquit’) at fee OJ.
Simpson double-murder trial-

win.”

had accepted a rather large
retainer from Jones, fee attor

Jones said fee company
would not talk to him, they just

ney found himself “too busy”

“shined me on.” But fee for

to take fee case and returned
only half of fee retainer.

mer HP employee smiled,
adding that it was Hewlett-

But Jones managed to sur

Packard’s deep pockets against

vive until his day in court. On
December 17,,a San Jose jury

my grandmother’s prayers.”
Truth Will Out! Computer
genius Ron Jones, who revolu
tionized production of the Los
Angeles Sentinel in 1984 by

found H-P (NYSE: HPW)
liable for $6,363,600 in dam

ages to Colossal Graphics, Inc.
Jones, who has been
known for his generosity to
others and his commitment to
helping Black children com

pete in a dog-eat-dog world,
employed,
unemployed,
whether or not presently a
union member. The techniques
used to divide, demoralize and
control us-team management,
etc.-will be discussed. Bring
your experiences, strength and
hope to fee sessions.
For information, call
Dwight Lawton, 864-1535, Ed
Thiele, 397-6771, George
Boone, 782-5428 or Connie
Furdeck, (941) 729-5128.

created fee company feat man
ufactured ink and bulk ink sys
tems primarily for large-for
mat printers. The California
Superior Court jury sitting in
Santa Clara County decided
that HP was guilty of breach of

contract, breach of good faith
and fair dealing and conceal
ment.

creating a computer typeset

tingprogram that allowed staff
to produce the newspaper in
house for the first time, won a

March Madness Billboard
J*

ST. PETERSBURG Recently fee Qty of St Peters
burg Mayor and others
unveiled a billboard on 1st
Avenue & 16th Street North

welcoming college basketball
Final Four to this city.
The event is scheduled for

megabucks to this area, pi
give national T.V. exposure for

March 27-29. It is estimated

Tropicana Field.

feat this event will brin

Start A Business!
CLEARWATER- “Num

ber ‘1’ New Year’s Resolu
tion-Start A Business”. So
you’ve made your New Year’s
Resolutions and #1 on your list
is to finally start feat new busi
ness feat you have always
dreamed of starting. Well,
you’re in luck.

Qearwater Neighborhood

Housing Services, Inc., has

verdict against HewlettPackard for breaking an

developed a set of business

agreement to promote his suc
cessful bulk inkfeeder.

‘How To Start & Run Your
Own Business-Profitably’.

CULTURAL
HEALING!!
Black folks
must talk to
each other!

A

development seminars titled

The seminars are targeted to

aspiring entrepreneurs and neurs wife fee knowledge thai
business owners. The seminars may prevent their business
are held at fee Qearwater from meeting wife an unfortu
Neighborhood Housing Ser nate end.
vice, Inc., 608 North Garden
Participants will gain fee
St., on fee 2nd and 4th latest information on business
Wednesday of each month. ownership from experts in|

The next seminar is Wednes each field. Participants will
day, January 27th from 6pm to learn to avoid fee common pit8pm.
fells to business ownership and
Afeough fee economy is gain access to fee knowledge
experiencing rapid growth, needed to start and run their
there still exists a high failure business-profitably.
rate for unprepared business

Please contact Stephanie
owners. It is fee goal of these M. Brown at 530-0074 or John
seminars to provide entrepre Maloney at 442-4155 for more
information.

Gibbs Class Of '59
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Gibbs High Qass of’ 59 would

social hour Monday, January S., 823-6969.
For more information, you

25th, at 7pm.

According to a published

like to invite all class members

The social hour will be

report, HP signed a contract in

who graduated or would have

held at the Florida Parent

graduated in ‘59 to join us in a

Childcare Center, 2332 9th St.

may contact any class member'

or call 327-5470 or 867-1612.

Theyll outgrow rattles, di
d sounds such as “baba-gain-sapa

After 24 months they ll also
outgrow the Puhlix Baby Club.®
How the Puhlix Baby Ouh® works.

How about some coupons, too?

If you have a baby under 24 months or you're.pregnant how, you're

We figure you could always use coupons for other products

eligible for the absolutely free Pubiix Baby Club® Sign up and in

throughout the store, right? So, as one more incentive to join the

Pubiix Baby Club®we’ll send you coupons to save you money on

about four to six weeks you’ll receive coupons for all sorts of free
stuff:

coupons for free

lots of Pubiix and national brand items.

baby products, more members-only

coupons, a free newsletter - even membership itself is free.
First-time parents will also receive a helpful book from the

Did we mention this was free?

American Academy of Pediatrics, Caring For Your Baby And Young

We think you’ve got the hint. But just so you know, Pubiix Baby

Child. It’s our way of saying welcome to our family. Hopefully

Club® membership is absolutely free. The only thing you need to

have going for you is a child younger than 24 months or be an

we ’ Ij make the pregnancy -through - 24 months time a little easier

expectant parent. Just visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood

Now about those coupons for free products.

Pubiix for all the enrollment information you'll need, and join today.
And again, welcome to our family

Four to six weeks after you join the Pubiix Baby Club® we’ll send
you coupons for free products. These aren’t trial sizes, mind you.
They’re the real, full-sized products. And as we mentioned before,

first-time parents will also receive that great book from the
American Academy of Pediatrics.Your complete guide to invaluable

medical and child-rearing advice for children from birth to age 5.

of the fre

MR

I Pubiix.

sletter.

“'ree news toy way ot ttoe tree newsl

SUPER MARKETS

The Pubiix Baby Club® newsletter is a colorful and exciting way

to get some helpful hints. Every few months you’ll receive our

I

newsletter packed with oodles of practical tips and important
information on baby care and family life.

Where shopping is a pleasure.®
’ Number and type of coupons and items in welcome package may change without notice.
Book available for first-time parents only.

ie
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Church News
Revival! Revival!
Revival!

Happy

Birthday,

Rev.

Donald Browne!

Pastor Donald Browne
and the members graciously
invite you to our spirit-filled
services held each Sunday
beginning wife Sunday School
at 9:30am along wife New
Members Orientation fol
lowed by Morning Worship at

11am.
Our Mid-Week Services

include Praise and Worship on
Wednesday beginning at 7pm,
followed by a Bible Study ses
sion. The Missionary Circle
Leaders will be in charge of fee

Rev. Corey J. Hodges

As many as received Him,

to them He gave the right to
become children of God, to
those who believe in His
name. John 1:12.
The Rev. Dr. Alvin Moore
and the New Hope family
invite you to join them in
revival services beginning
Sunday, January 24,1999 at 7
p.m. nightly through Friday.
Guest churches, including
Friendship, First Baptist,
Bethel Community, Mt. Pil

both song and preaching. Rev.
Hodges has been the revivalist

in various churches across the
United States including, Flori
da, Washington, D.C., Geor
gia, Virginia and Tennessee.
He is the son of Min. Paul
Hodges, Sr. and Lucille
Hodges. He is married to a
wonderful wife, Benita and
God has blessed them with
three children.
Mark your calendars for
the week of January 24th at, 7

will render the song services

p.m. nightly to hear songs of
revival, the preached Word

for the week.
The Evangelist for the

power of the Holy Spirit.

grim and Bethel Metropolitan

The legacy of fee Rev
erend Dr. Martin Luther King,

ning at 7pm.
Other activities:

Mass Choir Rehearsal,
Tuesday/Thutsday, 7pm.
C.Y.YA Choir Rehearsal,
3rd/4fe Saturday, 2pm.
Evangelism
Ministry
meetings, lst/3rd Saturday,

10am.
Missionary Society Min

istry, 3rd Thursday, 7pm.
Christian Education Min

istry, 2nd Saturday, 11am.
Pulpit Aide Ministry, 2nd

Thursday, 7pm.
Praise and Prayer Service.
Deacons and Deaconess
Mid-Day Bible Study is
Ministry,
1st Saturday, 10am.
held every Thursday begin
Senior Citizen’s Fellow
ning at 11am. These sessions
are designed for a deeper, in- ship, 4th Thursday, 6:30pm.
Usher Board #2 rehearsal,
depfe study of God’s Word.
Come and join in wife us as we 2nd Saturday, 10am.
If you are seeking a church
allow fee spirit to teach us
home,
we extend Travelers
what feus saife fee Lord.
BTU will be held fee 2nd Rest to you. We are fee
and 4th Sunday of every Church...Where Christ is fee
month. We have classes Center of Attraction...and fee
designed for all ages. Every Word of God is preached!
one is cordially invited to
Transportation is available
for Sunday Services and all
attend.
Cottage Prayer for the other services by calling fee
month of January will be held church at 822-4869 no later
at Rev. Dorothy Brooks, 1035 than 12 noon on Saturday by

are opening and His blessings
to building fund ministry

Jr., will continue to be empha

intense emphasis on sincere
prayer. Morning devotion will
consist of one hour in prayer

sized on Sunday at New

only. No singing or hymn

Philadelphia. Pastor Gaskin

‘raising’ but extemporaneous
praise through prayer. Mem
bers are urged to be present for

give us blessed assurance.
Church family members

will proclaim Dr. King’s theol
ogy regarding ‘Strength to
Love’. The love of God must
be fee supernatural experience
of any believer in order for it to

be authentic when expressed

towards others. The pastor will
challenge church family to
evaluate their own ‘strength to
love’.
A worship innovation for
fee coming year will be an

leaving a message.

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

intervention. Through His
guidance, doors of opportunity

broken body...

more information, please con
tact our pastor. Sessions con-

reJa tionsbip....

ROSWELL, GA - See
some of fee best concept
music videos in fee gospel
industry. These videos were
released in 1998 on CGI
Records and were well
received on all gospel televi
sion programs.
Video Celebration in-

WORD of GOD

eludes ‘IfYou Believe’, Vickie
Winans, ‘Take fee City’, Terri

Stellar

cial package, behind fee scenes Vickie Winans’ upcoming
footage of videos such as fee video has been added to this

stores Januaiy 26th..

and directed by Danyl D. Lassite and will be available in

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(Howard Johnson Hotel)

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.

Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

(2nd Saturday Monthly) ■

Tape Ministry - All Services

"A Church Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth/

Church Theme; "Rise Up And Walk"

St. John'Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. PennsyIvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Church Phone: 443-1945

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School

. . . . ..................................................................................................9:30

a.m.
a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...........................................................................................5:00 p,
Evening Worship................................... ........................................................ . . 6-00 p m

Morning Worship....................................................................................................... J J :00 _

Weekly Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

5:00 RM............................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM..................................... BIBLE STUDY...................................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM......................................PRAYER SERVICES ......................... TUESDAY

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

7:30 PM.............................. MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
v
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Morning Worship............................................................ 8:00 a.m,
Sunday School.......... ...... .................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship....... ....................... ................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School..................................

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Baptist Training Union........... 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

& Teachers Meeting

: First Baptist Institutional Church
Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Wayne

G.

Phone: 898-3838
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am

am

6:30 p.m
.................. Wed. 7:00 p.w

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
................................... .................. .10:30 a.m

Prayer Service/Bible Study .......................... Tues. 7:00 p.m

a.m.

Junior Church Fellowship ............ .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - ii:OO

a.m.

Tutoring................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

7:00pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

9:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

955 2Qth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:

Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Cy

Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

Morning Wo.rship........................................................... 11:00
Youth Bible Study.......................................................Wed.

Sunday School ............................................................9:00 a.m.

7:00pm
10:00am

Tower Church Of God In Christ

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School.................................................... ................ 9:30 aw

Sunday Worship

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30

The members would like to invite

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Phone: 323-7518

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

3144

We welcome you at all times.

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

New Faith
Free
Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship.................... 6 p.m.

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Setvices 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

videos for sale.
All videos were produced

Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
........................................... ............. Tuesday 7:30 PM

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

This is fee first time CGI

Carroll, ‘Never Let Go’, Wit
ness, ‘I’d Rather Have Jesus’, of DFW Mass and Terri CarDFW Mass Choir and many roll. See fee making of videos
others including James Hall, from Witness and James Hall
The Christianaires and more.
as well.
Also included in this spe
As a bonus, a sneak peak at

For what shall it
profit a man, if he
shall
gain
the
whole world, and
lose his own soul?

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Morning Worship....................

set.

nominated

Award

Records has put together a col
lection of concept music

10:30 AM....................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .................. SUNDAY

7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.

lost.

‘Long As I God King Jesus’,
Vickie Winans, and interviews

9:00 AM...................................... CHURCH SCHOOL...........................SUNDAY

11:15 a.m.

or restore a joy
tbat has been

Wednesday.

Gospel video Celebration

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Bible Study (Monday)

repair a severed

'vene weekly at 7pm on

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & worship Service 7:30 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

force.
It can heal a

of this book, we will com
mence reading in Exodus. For

Sunday school....... &.................... ............10:00 AM
Morning Worship............. .......... . .......... ...11:00 AM

exampled by Rev. Hodges in

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

tremendous

book of Job. A fee conclusion

(Howard Johnson's)

SUNDAY SERVICES

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

Prayer is a

through fee Bible this year are
reminded feat we are presently
reading and discussing fee

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday School.................. ............................... lO:OQa,rii.
Morning Worship......................... ...................... 11:30 a.m.
YPWW............. ................................... ................ ........................ 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship................... ................................ 7:30 p.m.

• attest to the blessings that only
God can anoint and appoint as

Sunday Evening Worship

realm. Praise and thanksgiving
to God for His miraculous

who have covenanted to read

Antioch Church

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor

roots began in St. Petersburg
and how wonderful it is to

Weds.-Family Worship
Sunday School

this special prayer gathering at
10:30am every Sunday.
Christian commendations
are conveyed to new church
construction task force for
progress being made in this

through others continues to

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

is no stranger to this area as his

Daily Prayer (M-F)

Cottage Prayer will be on
Thursday, January 21st, begin

Mark 8:36

Lake City, Utah. Rev. Hodges

Morning Worship

Arlington Ave., Apt. 103. The

and celebrate the soul saving

week will be our own, Rev.
Corey J. Hodges, Pastor of Mt.
Pilgrim Baptist Church of Salt

Sunday School

NeW Philadelphia
Community Church

Travelers Rest MB

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study 6:00 p.m
Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Prayer Meeting 7:30 p m
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a m I
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry - Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Church News
By His Grace
Christian
Ministries —

Greater IVIt. Zion
Pastor Charles Robinson
and the church family gra
ciously invite you to our spiritfilled worship services on Sun

service. Come out seeking a
blessing!!!
It’s time to pack up and

and join in as we are informed
how to help and encourage

one another and find comfort
in fee Word of God. The evan
gelist nightly will be Henrietta
Taylor of Miami, FL. On
Thursday, the 27th, CASA will

day starting with our Early

leave Egypt, break fee strong
holds of overeating, smoking

Morning Worship at 7:30am.

or whatever is holding you

The Richardson Special Cho

hostage. Join ‘Weigh Down

rus will render song service,

Workshop’. Another series is
in progress on Tuesday at 6pm

be on hand to give a general

at fee church. Dawn Bannister
is fee coordinator.

Friday night, fee 28th,
Children’s Awareness and

A Mini Revival is planned
for January 27th thru 29th at

Resources will be present to
give information and answer
questions. Qosing on Satur

and Pastor Robinson will
being the message. Our Sun
day School will follow imme
diately. Join us as we ‘Grow

and Glow’ in the Word of God.
During fee 11am service, fee

Women of Power will be in
charge.
Everyone is cordially invit
ed to join in as we lift high fee

name of Jesus. The speaker is
our own Shirley Morgan. Ihe
Youth Choir will render song

fee church. The focus is ‘Fam
ilies at Risk’ and ‘Families in
Crisis’. During this day and
time, you may be involved or
may just know someone in this

situation. If so, we invite you
and your friends to come out

overview.

day night, fee 29th, fee focal
point will be centered on Sub
stance Abuse and Domestic

7pm nightly. Come out and

bring the family.
Our doors are always open
to all, and we continue to

extend an invitation to every

one to join us in our weekly

services.
• Monday, Bible Study,
6pm.

• Wednesday, Vintage
Bible Study, 11am; Prayer
meeting, 7:30pm.
Januaiy Calendar• 22nd, Lay Oiganization
Dinner Sale, Ham to 6pm, at
the church.

• 24th, Women of Power,

Violence. Qualified persons
will be in attendance to assist

11am Worship Service.
• 27fe-29th, Mini Revival,

and give information and

6:30pm, Focus: ‘Families at
Risk’ and ‘Families in Crisis’.

direction as needed.
This Revival will begin at

Wanted

Gloria Gainor

By His Grace Christian
Men and Women’s Prayer
Ministries presents Evangelist Seminar will be Februaiy 6th
Gloria Gainor, an ordained at 8:30am with the theme
minister called by God to ‘Seasons of Prayer’. It takes
preach, teach and minister the place at the SPIFFS Center,

gospel of the Lord Jesus 2201 1st Ave. N., St. Peters
Christ.
buig.
You don’t want to miss this
Pastor King will also be
Anointed Woman of God as ministering at the Prayer Sem

she ministers fee Word of God inar.
in power and demonstration of
For banquet ticket and
the Holy Ghost.
seminar registration informa
She will be the keynote tion, please contact Donna at
speaker on Februaiy 5th, with 360-5188. Early registration is
a buffet style banquet at 7pm. encouraged due to limited

DINNER SALE

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Sounds of Zion Choir
is searching for a talented musician
who is well learned of the organ and
piano to play every third Sunday at
eleven o'clock service and rehearse
every Thursday night at eight o'clock.
Knowledge of the A.M.E. order of ser
vice preferred. For more information
please call Rev. Charles Robinson at
894-1393 or choir president Marcus
Wynn at 321-4330.

held.

Saturday, 5:30pm, Broth

The Youth Choir and the
Youth Ushers will serve in
both services. The Youth Min
istry will also lead in prayer

erhood Ministry meeting;
6pm, Singles Ministry meet
ing.

and praise devotion, and Pastor
Evans will preach the Divine

Monday, beginning at
7pm, Adult Bible Study and

WoidofGod.
Sunday School is held at
9:30am. The theme will be

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Tuesday, 6:30pm, Youth
Choir reheaisal/Youth Usher

‘Foigiving Each Other’. Back

Ministry meeting.

ground scriptures are Matthew
18:21-35 and 18:6-35.

There will be no BTU.
Forbearing one another
and foigiving one another, if

5th Sunday Rally planning

meeting, 6:30pm.
Wednesday, 12 noon Bible
Study.

Fellowship Choir and
Usher Ministry meeting at
6:30pm.

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

(813) 906-8300

TUESDAY

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

PRAYER TIMES

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and i 1 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Everyone Welcome
IMPACT CARE CENTER
FISK (Families Interested In Successful Kids).

Dr. Joan K. Harrington, Ph.D., N.C.C., L.M.H.C
Florida Licensure: MH002940 National Board Certification: NC
22413 Provider No. 484329585
Bobby J. Patterson-Director
300 Duncan Avenue, #285, Clearwater, FL 34615 (727) 298-0121
2066 7th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL33712 (727) 895-1473

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays. 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

Travelers Rest

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............. 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............ 6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .......................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting............................................................... 6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service.................11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................
9:30a.m.
Prayer/Praise'Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship... .. .. .. .. .. .. ;.. . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11:00 a.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Trinity Presbyterian Church

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

10:45am, our second service is

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Worship Services
9:30 A.M.-Sunday School- 7:00 P.M.-Monday FISK
11:00 A.M.-Morning Worship 7:00 P.M.-Wednesday
6:30 P.M.-Evening Worship 7:00 P.M.-Friday

Morning Worship: 11 am

you, so also do ye. Col. 3:13.
Weekly Calendar •
Thursday, Jan. 21st, 7am,
Youth Church Ministry staff
meeting.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

John A. Evans,. Sr.

SATURDAYS

come worship with us this
upcoming week beginning at
8am Sunday Worship starts. At

Christ Gospel Church

Missionary Baptist

PASTOR: Bobby J. Patterson
(727) 895-1473

Sabbath School: 9 am

any man have a quarrel against
any; even as Christ foigave

General Mission is at 3pm.

The Lay Organization of Greater Mt.
Zion A.M.E. Church will be sponsoring a
"Dinner Sale" on Friday, January 22nd, from
11:00 am until 6:00 pm there at the church,
located at 919 - 20th St. S. The menu will
include some of your favorites.
We invite one and all to enjoy some deli
cious home cooking with us while supporting
our Lay Organization.
Jessie Wells-President

Friendship

IMPACT MINISTRIES
NONDENOMINATIONAL CHURCH INC.

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

Pastor John A Evans, Sr.,
and members invite you to

327-0997

seating.

3rd century

Friendship
MB Church

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Ch ristian community for everyone

Sunset

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Faith Temple Life Changing Ministries
950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 826-9739 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields
Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

"Rvw 'Philadelphia Community €burch|

M.A., M.DIV. D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, FL 33733

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

ass

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9:00 AM............................................,.........................................Prayer Time
9:30 AM.
....................................................
Sunday School
11:00 AM........................................................................................... Worship
12:30 PM............................................................ . AftererSService Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

WEDNESDAY

11

Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................. 11:00 a.m. 1
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study..................
...7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

"We are the light oftne world, that will not be hid."

Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

IDeacon Ministry ............................................... .......................................Deacon Edward Nesbittl
IFinance Ministry..................... .................... .................... .................................... James Robinson!
I Children ft Youth Ministry............................................................................... .. Joyce Robinson I
■Cleric Ministry ...............................................................
Wyvonnia McGee I

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

"A Church With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY

BAPTIST

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Schedule of services
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Sunday Morning Bible Class............9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship . . .......... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......... . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems
ir-^

1

Church School................................................. 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship................................................11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................ 5 p.m.

Evening Worship........................................... .6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday................................................................. 7 p.m.

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
’ N°n_Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

CHURCH

“One week from church makes one weak
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Church News
Simply Cynthia To Bethel A.M.E. ft
Appear At Elim
First

Bishop Mincey attended

Lady Qatties Dawkins, along
with the entire membership of
Bethel, wish to invite all to join

Oakland and Bethune Ele

Dawkins,

Pastor

Joe Williams, Jr., and an out
standing music teacher, the late
Julia Warren. “My father used

Cynthia Williams Winthrop

On Saturday, January
23rd, at 5pm, a musical to ben
efit Elim Junior Academy will
be held featuring guest soloist
Cynthia Y. Williams Winthrop
of Atlanta, GA, along with
other local groups. Dr. Lewis
Edwards, pastor, and members
of Elim Seventh Day Adven
tist Church, 801 6th Ave. S.,
invite you to attend the concert.
Cynthia Winthrop will per

which include the following

songs: ‘Through the Storm’,
‘That’s When’. ‘Potter’s
House’, ‘It Must Be Love’,
‘The Day He Wore My
Crown’, ‘When You Cry’,
‘I’ve Just Seen Jesus’,
‘Always’, ‘He’ll Find a Way’
and ‘It Must Be Love’.
Cynthia was bom the sev
enth child to Joe and Thelma
Williams of Tulsa, OK She

form selections from her was influenced to pursue
album ‘Simply Cynthia’ music by her father, the late

us this Sunday for our Church

to sing acapella in church a lot
of times and never hit a wrong

School at 9am followed by our
morning Worship Service.
This Sunday is Faith, Love and

note,” says Cynthia.
She credits her first grade

Hope Sunday. Lena Brown
and the committee has worked

teacher, JoAnn Fields Gilford,
for discovering that she had a

diligently to make this day a
success. The guest speaker will

perfect pitch that is rarely seen.

be County Commissioner and

Upon Mrs. Gilford’s request,
Mrs. Wiliams took Cynthia to
the best pianist in town, Julia

greetings from Councilman

Warren. Cynthia was able to
skip introductory courses in
piano and move rapidly
through the ihetorics of music.
Cynthia has been blessed
with a natural talent for music.
Her zeal for music was
enhanced as she traveled with
the Recruitment Team at Oak
wood College in Huntsville,
AL, and the Oakwood College
Aeolians directed by Dr. Alma

render the music under the

directions of Minister Isaac

The LordTesus had deep sympathy for those £

who suffered; Matthew’s Gospel tells us thatj

‘When he saw the crowds, he had compassion
for them, because they were harassed and>
helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.” That;
loving concern is still there, waiting to be!
experienced by you. Those who know the!
Lord can tell you that His yoke is easy and His!
« burden light.

All Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

': ’

327-5926 ♦ 327-2656

Sunday School
................. s.. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ... .... ................ .... .11 a.m.
Night Worship ........................7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ........................................... 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting............................... 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service................. .... ................ .. .. .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbat^ School ............ ........... ; .11 a.m.
'

Mincey, Sr., and Alease Jones.
He was bom in Lake Hamil

6:30pm.
Tuesday, Prayer & Qass,

ton, FL. He and Romell
Mincey have been married for

6:30pm;

dreia.

The 23rd Psalm is one of the most beloved of
the Psalms. Its beauty of language and expres

sion, of confidence

in

God

are

she has traveled ali over the world,
ministering and singing the Gospel.
She has affected many lives in her
many travels for Christ.

inspiring.

Whenever you want to praise God or are in
need of consolation, let the Psalms be a source

She is also a renowned Recording Artist,
as a former member of Bobby Jones
and New Life, she appeared
on Black Entertainment Television.

As a Recording Artist with Warner Alliance
. Records. Beverly released
\ierflrst solo album entitled

The Mary Ann Jones Mis
sionary Society, under the
leadership
of
Clatties
Dawkins, will be in charge of
the service for Sunday, January

— Psalm 23

and I will give you rest.
—• Matthew 11:21

As a licensed and ordained Minister,

Lord, and their righteousness
is from Me, says the Lord.”
Come and be revived in 1999!

Bishop Willie R. Mincey.
Bishop Mincey is pastor of the
Church of God True Holiness
Tabernacle, Winter Haven. He
is the third child of Willie R.

The Lord is my shepherd;
I shall not want,

Come unto me, all ye that
labour and are heavy laden,

Evangelist Beverly Crawford is
President and C.E.O. and
Co-Founder of Potter's House
Evangelistic Ministries along
with her husband Todd Crawford.

rises against you in judgment
you shall condemn. This is the
heritage of the servants of the

17 years and are the proud par
ents of three daughters,
Roshondea, Ronika and Rode-

Betty Hayward, Reporter.

Saturday • Februaiy 6, 1999 • 7:00 p.m.

Isaiah 54:17. “No weapon
formed against you will pros
per, and every tongue which

uary 27th-29th nightly at 7pm.
Guest choirs will render the
music. The guest minister is

programs and transportation
will be answered at 894-5246.

1045 16th Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

gia, June 1996.
His favorite scripture is

to all to come and join us for
our Winter Mini Revival, Jan

taken during the concert.
Inquiries regarding these

at
Bethel Community Baptist Church

Columbia, SC. He was conse
crated Bishop of the Southern
Diocese of Florida and Geor

Ruffin and Maria Scrugg.
An invitation is extended

A free-will offering will be

Cdo-noert

mentary Schools. He graduat
ed from Haines City High
School. He attended Polk
Community College and is
presently attending William
Bonner Bible College in

Frank Peterman. Members are
reminded to turn in their
pledges. The Youth Choir will

Blackmon.
The public is invited to
come hear Cynthia sing and
speak of experiences and testi
monies in her Christian walk.

S-v-anqelist 'Sev-e.r/.y Craw/ord

"Jesus Precious King".
Stellar Nominated • Vision Award Winner
G.M.W.A. Excellence Award

She is the mother of two children. Latrina and Todd Crawford, Jr.

31st.
Weekly Activities:
Monday, Boy Scouts,
6:30pm; Lay Organization,

New

Advanced Donation:

$10.00 Adults $5.00 Children 02 & under)
(No Donations At The Door)

For ticket information,
please call the Church at

Members,

6:15pm; Bible Study, 7pm.
Wednesday, Noon Day
Bible Study; Mass Choir prac
tice.
Thursday, Youth Church,

6pm.

821-7181, ext. 21
Doors Will Open At 6:00 p.m.

if
Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. EG. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church School
JCObti
Morning Worship.... 11 .GO a.m.
B.T.U........................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship..... 6:00 p m.
Tuesday Evening

Bible Class...............7:30 p.m.

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal...............5 30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study.......... 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.,
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.

1st & 2nd Saturday.'. SR
Choir Rehearsal....lt:00 a.m.

Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

of inspiration to you.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

..................

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Bethel Community

w--------

1
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship............................................................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ..............................
,.11:00 a.m.
■WH
Baptist Training Union .................................................... 5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service .................. Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) .................................6:00 p.m.

“The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

Baptist Church
s 5

1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712
?

PHONE: 896-6722
1&

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Services

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday School............. . ....... 8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ...................... 10 a.m.

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(813)327-0593
H Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 1 1:00

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.............Wed., 7:30 p.m.

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

First.
Mt.
Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Church Services
8:00 a.m........................ .Morning Service
9:45 a.m.......... .............. .. .Sunday School
11:00 a.m................... .. .Worship Service
5:00 p.m. . ........................................B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o

w
s
H
I
P

Phone

(813) 328-9412

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

Pleateuit

MiiAuutaTuf fcapiid Ghutick
””

Bealsville Church Of God

Morning Worshtp

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
1-737-1746

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor____ The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

St. Joseph
Catholic Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

4:3q p m

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
We^nesdays............................................................................ 7:30 p.m.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

.......... .............. ....................... •......... 10:50 a.m.

Baptist Training Union.................... ........ .........................
Communion...................................................
a m & 11;0Q a m

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor

33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

7-00 a m

MndaySuz°°b........................................

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............... ............

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School

................... 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

S

............. 11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives
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Theta Gamma
Moore’s Chapel A.M.E.
Rev. Quintin Parker and
the Moore’s Chapel Church

family welcome you to their
services this 4th Sunday in
January, the 24th, during both

istry Team members Saturday

smoke detector, please contact

evenings before 9pm.
Rev. Parker and Moores
Chapel’s family will worship

Nancy Harrell.
The Daisy Pierce/Fannie
Williams WMS will be visit

with Rev. Bernard Lemon and

ing the sick and shut-ins Satur
day, February, 13th, at 10am.

the 8am and 11am services.
The 8am sermon will be deliv

the St. Paul AM.E. Church
family in Ft. Pierce, FL, Sun

ered by Rev. Ira Whitson. Rev.
Parker will preach during the

day, January 31st, at 11am.

11am sermon.

Music will be provided by
the A.M. Blocker Male Cho
rus, directed by and accompa
nied by Minister of Music
Geraldine Mays. The Stew
ardess Board and the Usher
Board will serve. For trans

Bus transportation will be pro
vided ($20) round trip. Please

see Willie F. Biyant for trans

portation.
A Stewards and Trustees
orientation/workshop (manda
tory) for all officers will be
held Saturday, January 31st, at

portation to church, you may

9am. Registration begins at
8:30am. $15 cost includes

contact the Bus Ministry team
members, Willie F. Bryant,
894-6067, Tony Macon, 3280022, or Robert Golden, 896-

lunch.
The Young People Depart
ment has cassette tapes of all
church services for $3 each.

1522, Saturday • evenings
before 9pm.

Please contact Wesley Smith
or YPD Director Sandra

Church School begins at
9:30am with Superintendent

Williams.
The Daisy Pierce/Fannie
Williams WMS is sponsoring
a campaign along with the St.

Mose Phillip Bell in chatge.

Ihe lesson ‘Foigiving Each
Other’ is from Matthew 18:2127, 28-35. For transportation,
please contact the Bus Min-

Petersbuig Fire Department to
help distribute free smoke
detectors. Anyone needing a

Male Chorus rehearsal will
be held Thursday evening,

Januaiy 21st, 7pm.
Rev. Parker and Moores
Chapel’s Church family will
host the St Petersbuig District
Conference Februaiy 16th18th.
Rev. Parker and Moores
Chapel Church family will

These 5 Young Men did the Dramatic Interpretation

Mary Samuel Reid

observe their ‘75th’ Church

Anniversary Sunday, Februaiy
28th, during both 8am and
11am services. The General
Chairperson is Charles Smith.

The Ann iversary Commit
tee asks everyone to begin

paying their assessments.
The Anniversary Commit
tee will sponsor a fish fiy at the
church, 3037 Fairfield Ave. S.
this Friday evening, January
22nd, beginning at 5pm, and

also Saturday, Januaiy 23rd, at
the Bryant Brothers Land

scape lot, 3037 18th Ave. S,
beginning at 11am.

New Hospice Support
Groups Start In February
LARGO - In February,

The Hospice of the Rorida
Suncoast will begin several

water.
Thursdays, Feb. 18thMarch 25th, 2-4pm, Coral
Oaks Senior Living Facility,
2650 West Lake Rd., Palm
Harbor.

new bereavement support
groups to help people who
have recentjy lost a loved one.
Central Pinellas CountyPeople who wish to participate
Tuesdays, Feb. 9th-March
in any of these groups must
pre-register and should plgrr to.. 16th, lOam-noon, Faith Pres
byterian Church, 1501 Walker
enrolFhd later than the second
meeting.
Following is a list of dates,

Ave., Seminole.

March 23rd, lOam-noon, Skycrest
United
Methodist

Fridays, Feb. 12th-April
2nd, 6:30-8:30pm, The Hos
pice’s Main Community Ser
vice Center, 300 East Bay Dr.,
Largo (for widows/widowers
under 60).
Wednesdays, Feb. 17th-

Church, 2045 Drew St., Clear-

April 7th, 6-8pm, The Hos-

times and locations for these
groups:
North Pinellas CountyTuesdays, Feb. 16th-

pice’s Main Community Ser
vice Center, 300 East Bay Dr,
Laigo, (for those who have lost

someone to suicide).
South Pinellas CountyThursdays, Feb. 11thMarch 18th, lOam-noon, Sun
shine Center, 330 5th St. N, St.
Petersburg
Tuesdays, Feb. 23rdMarch 30th, 6-8pm, Unity
Church, 469 45th Ave. N, St.
Petersbuig.
To register or for addition
al information on any of these
programs, please call The Hos
pice’s Bridges Program at 5864432, ext. 2775.

Health Care Plight Of
Florida's Migrant Farm
Workers
TAMPA - Most of Rori-

da’s migrant and seasonal farm
workers are poor and few have
health insurance, even for
work-related injuries, accord
ing to a new study by the Uni

do not travel as far.
Among the findings:
• 66% of Rorida’s migrant

between migrant clinics.
• 86% are Hispanic, and
most consider Spanish their

and seasonal farm workers live
at or below the poverty level.

primary language. This finding

versity of South Rorida Col

The population is less likely to
be able to afford private health

recruit bilingual health profes
sionals who will provide cul

lege of Public Health.
The USF report attempts

care, prescriptions or to lose a
day’s wages to seek medical

turally appropriate care.
• Rorida farm workers are

to capture the work and health
characteristics of Rorida’s mi
grant and seasonal farm work

care.
• Only 6% of migrant and

young-42% are 26 years oldand 82% are male. Funding for

seasonal farm workers in

migrant health services pri

ers,^ mobile population -for

Rorida have employer-provid

whom solid demographics are

ed health insurance. Only 28%

marily covers treatment for
episodic illnesses or injuries.

scarce.
The study profiles 2,872

reported

hired migrant and seasonal

their

employers

would pay for medical treatfnent of a work-related injuiy.
• 68% migrate in pursuit of
agricultural work. Providing

demonstrates the need to

Yet young male farm workers
would benefit from health pro

motion outreach addressing

injury prevention, sexually

farm workers in Rorida, using
data from the National Agri
cultural Workers Survey. Mi

care to this transient population

grant farm workers travel

presents special challenges to

or drug abuse prevention and
other mental health services.

more than 75 miles to obtain a
job in U.S. agriculture. Sea

ensurti continuity of care,
appropriate follow-up and

• Most of the women are of
childbearing age, and 66%

sonal. or settled, farm workers.

transfer of medical records

have at least one child.

Back and Neck Pain Clinic

V.F.W. 10174
CORRECTION

In

a

recent

of South ST PETERSBURG
Auto Accident - Leg Pain * Arm Pain
Sciatica * Shoulder Pain/Stiffness - Headaches
Back Pain/Stiffness - Arthritis Pain/Stiffness
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome - Foot Pain
Nutritional Consulting * Sports Injuries

article

ouncing the Women’s
ciliary Christmas Party ?as (Knitted that both the

i and women of the Post
aboratively coordinated

activities contributing to
success of this event
xi was prepared by both

men of V.F.W. Post
.74 and the Women’s
xiliarv. not

transmitted diseases, alcohol

Atwaters

6205 9th Street South . St. Petersburg, FL. 33705
DR. PETER MOSHER
(Chiropractor)

(727) 864-1701
INITIAL
CONSULTATION
A $45 Valjjet With thte coupon__

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for
payment for any other service, examination, or treatment which is preformed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to
the advertisement for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatment.

—

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNS You Can Find These Products At These Locations: WAVES
SY DESIGN™

scssentials™

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C&C Hair Design
447-3090

Center Stage Unisex Salon

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241
» ' ' > z Z . -i,

327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon
i

327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447.4548
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ENTERTAINMENT
To Civil Rights Heroes , Add
These Two Young

” Boys IVTeets World
Airs January 22nd

Sunshine
City Band

1999
Concert
Season
Begins
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Sunshine City Band will pre
sent it’s annual series of free
public concerts on Sundays,

from 2 to 3 p.m. at fee
Williams Park Band Shell,
Fourth St. and Second Avenue
North beginning Januaiy 17
through March 21.
The 33-member band per
forms a variety of music rang

(Lett photo) Shawn (Rkter Strong, left) and Jack (Matthew Lawrence, right) share a happy reunion with thetr
here-today-gone-tcrworrow father (Stake Clark, center) before a sudden heart attack puts hurt in the
hospital; (right photo) and teter, father and ecn finaffy <jet a chance to say whafs realty on tbtwr mkKte
the
'We’ti Have a Good Time Then..." episode of Touchstone Television's “Boy Meets World” airing
Friday, January 22, 8:30 PM (BT/PT) on ABC. Photo: Touchstone Teteristoh

BURBANK, CA- Halfbrothers Shawn (Rider Strong)

ing from classical, pop and
jazz to show tunes and holiday

and Jack (Matthew Lawrence)
learn one of fee hardest lessons
in life when they face a sudden

favorites, even patriotic tunes
and college fight songs,
according to Chris Styles, now
in his fifth year as conductor.

Both girls participated in
women and children,” Reese
reported. “What children? ■ fee victorious Selma-to-Montasked Sikora. “Who were gomery march led by Dr. King
they? Without a second’s hesi after national media attention
tation,
Reese
replied, led to a court order clearing fee
“Sheyann Webb and Rachel way for fee march.
An now in their forties,
West.” Sikora, a reporter wife
the Birmingham News, made Sheyann Webb-Christburg
and Rachel West Nelson were
contact with the two girls, then
teenagers, and from 1975 to among the , extras when the
1979, he conducted interviews bloody confrontation on fee
wife them feat resulted in fee Edmund Pettus Bridge was

SELMA- When the story

to jail. They were subjected to

of the voting rights movement

are Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.., his assistant Dr. Hosea
Williams, and local black lead
ers such as Rev. F.D. Reese
and Rev. L.L. Anderson.
Together they rallied the black
population in Selma to orga
nize peaceful demonstrations
to protest discriminatory vot
ing laws.

rock throwing and tear gas.
But what set them apart was
their youth: in the winter of
1965, Sheyann Webb was just
eight years old and Rachel
West was nine.
It was because of their
youth that Sheyann and
Rachel came to fee attention of
Journalist Frank Sikora in the
1970s. He was in Selma, talk
ing to Rev. Frederick Reese

book Selma, Lord Selma: Girl

Add two names to the list:
Sheyann Webb and Rachel

about the events of 1965, par
ticularly March 7, now known

hood Memories of fee Civil
Rights Day, published in 1980

West. Like many of the citi

as “Blopdy Sunday” when

by fee University of Alabama

zens of Selma, they attended
daily meetings at Brown

sate troopers and mounted

Press. Ihe book has now been

in Alabama is told, the heroes

Chapel AME Church, partic
ipated in marches, and were
rounded up by police an taken

possemen turned back the first turned into a movie bringing
attempt by blacks to march fee stoiy of these Civil Rights
from Selma to Montgomery.
.heroes to a new generation of
“They were hitting men, Americans.

recreated for the movie.
Yolanda King, daughterof fee

. late civil rights leader, also
appears in fee movie which
aired fee Sunday before Mar

tin Luther King, Jr. Day.
The movie can be seen
again on March 7, fee anniver

sary of “Bloody Sunday.”

SPIFFS 1999 Folk Youth Arts Corps
Fair
ST. PETERSBURG - If

you’ve ever dreamed of going
around the world but think you
may not get to it, you’ll soon
have a chance to do it in a sin
gle day.

From February llth-14th,
St. Petersburg International
Folk Fair Society, Inc.
(SPIFFS) and its ethnic mem
ber groups move out into the
Bayfront Center on St Peters
burg’s beautiful waterfront,
transforming it into a micro

cosm of the world. The 24th
Annual Folk Fair is the high
light of year-round prepara
tions.

Authentic stage villages
will capture the flavor of each

gae, zydeco and much more
will be featured.

Be sure not to miss the
spectacular Grand Opening
Ceremonies at 12 noon on Sat
urday, February 13, when
members of the many SPIFFS
ethnic groups will parade

around the park, led by colorfill Scottish bagpipers.
SPIFFS is Tampa Bay’s
own United Nations and the
only independent non-profit,
multi-cultural folk lair oigani
zation in the countiy.

Folk Fair is your chance to
travel the world in a day—with
out leaving the cofmtry. Don’t
miss this once a year opportu
nity to take part in the magjc of

country. Costumed villagers
demonstrate time-honored
hand craftsmanship and pre

song, dance and foods from
around fee world. ’

pare ethnic food specialties for
visitors. You'll have a chance

special Country Music Jam

to chat informally with people

Friday night will feature a
boree with Michael Shaun

who know the countiy. It’s an

Norton and Ozark. Guests
dressed in Western wear will

opportunity to brush up on a
tbreign language, recapture

receive a special discounted
admission. On Saturday night

memories of a past visit and
get first-hand intonnation for

fee World Beer Garden will be
transformed into a Latin Fies

that trip you’ve been planning.
Eat your way around the world

ta, going on until lam.

as you move from village to
village sampling a variety of

schools only. The Folk Fair
takes place at the Bayfront
Center on Friday, February

homemade ethnic dishes pre

pared before your eyes.
Folk dancing and folk

February

11th

is

tor

12th from 2-9pm; Saturday,

music will be performed

February 13th from 10am9pm; and Sunday, February

throughout the weekend. Ger

14th from 10am-6pm.

man Oktoberfest music, reg-

Offers Free Arts
Programs
CLEARWATER - Youth

Web Site Design, Tuesday,
6-8pm and Saturday, 10am-

noon.

Petersbuig, offers youth ages
13-17 free workshops wife

Paper Lamps, Friday, 68pm.

area professional artists six
days per week.

Ihe Youth Arts Corps also

follows:

Comic Book Production,
Monday, 6-8pm.
Clay Sculpture, Tuesday
and Thursday, 6-8pm.
Percussion, Wednesday, 68pm.

participates in community per
formances and includes field

trips to local cultural, centers
and events while learning
about career options in fee arts.
No experience in fee arts is
necessary.
For more information,
please contact Andrea Beane,
Program Coordinator at Wild

Are you looking for
a place to gd?
Why not visit

THE ELKS LODGE?
LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE
OLDIES
Every Friday Night
9 PM until ?

1331 - 18th Avenue South

Hit Music by Lady “C
1

1

While Shawn is quite used
to his father’s unannounced
arrivals and departures, he tries

Arts and Humanities at St
Petersbuig Junior College,

not to get too excited when
Chet (Blake Qark) suddenly

where he also served as band
director and music instructor.

shows up at school. Jack, on
fee other hand, is oveijoyed

isn’t worth living and retreats
to her bed, listless and unmoti
vated. When she learns about
Qiet’s heart attack she decides

back to Jack’ apartment where
Chet promises his two boys

feat life is a gift and maybe

feat he’s here to stay, feat they
will finally be a family. Shawn

perfection isn’t needed eveiy

step of fee way.
“Boy Meets World” is pro

can barely contain his sarcastic
and biting remarks and tension
becomes too much for Chet

duced by Michael Jacobs Pro
duction in association wife

who suddenly has a heart
attach right before their very

Touchstone Television. The
production teams includes

eyes. It’s only at'Chet’s hospi
tal bed that Shawn is finally
able to convey his true heartfelt
feelings for his father.

Executive Producers Michael

Meanwhile,

Jacobs and Bob Tischler;
Supervising

EBONY
ETCHINGS,
ETC. *1 — HOLLYWOOD
by WARREN

LANIER

’About Some Of The Legendary
Ladies Of Show Biz’ - ---- ----- —
RoseAnne Barr had Millie
Jackson jet out to Tinseltown

fee week of January 4fe to
guest on her show for fee sec
ond time around. If you recall,
RoseAnne had Ms. ‘J’ flown
into Utah last year to tape a

series of hilarious intros that

guests on subsequent airings of
‘The RoseAnne Show’ before
fee show was scheduled to hit
NBC’s national airwaves. This
time around, fee two talked
and RoseAnne confessed feat

when she heard and saw Millie
Jackson perform in her own
inimitable sassy raunchy style

way back in fee 60s and 70s, it
was Millie’s unabashed style
feat inspired her to become fee
type of performer she so suc
cessfully became. During fee

course of fee interview she
also gave Millie credit for
influencing fee style of a num-

ber of other outspoken female
entertainers and recording

Producer

Matthew Nelson; Consulting

Topanga

Producer

(Danielle Fishel) is trying

Gary Miller; Pro

ducers Karen MacKain and
Jeff Menell; Co-producer Alli

unsuccessfully to come to
grips wife fee fact that she’s

son Gibson; and Associate
Producer Russell Dague.

missed fee Dean’s List by one-

Retirement facilities.
JoMarie Payton, best
known to TV audiences as
Harriette Winslow on fee pop
ular sitcom ‘Family Matters’,
recently inked a record deal
wife Chartmaker Jazz, a divi

Take it from me now, fee
former network sftcom star
who coined fee phrase ‘watch
it sucker’ while giving Fred
Sanford ‘fee blues’ in her role
as his sister-in-law Aunt Esther
on Nationally syndicated
‘Redd Foxx Show’ that’s now

in reruns on Black Entertain

sion of Chartmaker Music
Group. Her debut jazz DC for

ment Television is very much

fee label titled ‘Southern Shad

alive and kicking here in Tin-

ows’ is scheduled for release

seltown!

later this month.

On fee other side of fee
artists including Bette Midler coin and during her absence
and Lil Kim. Then she had from celebrity gatherings,
Millie sing her latest house events, celebrity guest appear
rocking recording of ‘You ances, etc., LaWanda had to
Ain’t Killing Me fee Way I have one of her shapely legs

Wanna’ Die’. The segment of amputated below fee knee.
fee show wife Millie JacksOn Then she spent close to a year
as a guest performer was recuperating from fee opera
scheduled for immediate air tion in fee Screen Actors
ing after it was tapped and will
Black Owned &
Operated
be seen in various cities across
21
Years
fee countiy on various days
▼ ▼▼ ▼▼▼
and times.

Payton, a former nightclub
and stage performer, recorded
a collection of popular stan
dards and several original
titles. Her new CD features

contemporary jazz great Ger
ald Albright and pianistarranger Billy Mitchell, who
also served as producer of fee

project.

We had a chance to chat
briefly wife actress/comedi-

enne LaWanda Page shortly
after fee new year got under
way. Perhaps our recent con
versation wife Ms. Page can
help put to rest fee rampant
rumois and street comer con
versations feat’s been circulat
ing around for more than a

year claiming feat LaWanda
Page had died.

wood, at 893-2354.

Star 16

SM
09^*^

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available
featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
______

.

fee band for 13 years, playing
timpani and trumpet. He is
retired as fee Chairman of Fine

were to be used in various
show segments to introduce

Arts Corps at Wildwood,
located at 955 26th St. S. in St.

Workshops are held from
January 4th through Februaiy
13th. Days and times are as

The Sunshine City Band has
been a St. Petersbuig tradition
since 1913, when downtown
residents and visitors spent
Sunday afternoons enjoying
music in fee park.
Styles was a member of

tragedy in fee family in fee
“We’ll Have A Good Time
Then” episode of Touchstone
Television’s “Boy Meets
World” airing Friday, Januaiy
22 at 8:30 pm. on ABC. The
episode was written by Gary
H. Miller and directed by
David Kendall.

tenth of a point, She thinks life

wife fee prospect of finally get
ting to know his father for fee
first time. After diner at fee
Steak ‘N Suds, they al head

1

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W. Post 10174
T780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?

*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.

*A1 B. Evenings 7pm- 12am.
Saturday mornings

and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

For Advertising Call

327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700-34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 3371
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From Page.l

(L to R): Bennie Holder & Ms. Danielle Bayard
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Revitalization Continues Iii
Take Youth To Work For A
T'lie Challenge 2001 Area——
Day
“We can celebrate the sii
cesses of the past two yea
while continuing to wo:

Area by companies such as
Tampa Bay Devil Rays,/Vol
ume Services, Badcock Furni

Action program and may

together to improve our inn
city in the years ahead,” 1
said.

someday serve as a national

The Challenge 2001 pr

ture, Popeye’s Chicken, Rob
Hunter Cigars, Soapy’s Laun
dromat, Rowe Hauling, Taurus
Cleaners, and Suncoast Resort.

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Community .,wide.involve?-?

ment is creating positive
change in the four areas of the
Challenge 2001 - A Call to

model for inner city revitaliza

tion.
Mayor David J. Fischer

gram uses a set of numeric
targets to guide communi
revitalization efforts in tl

homebuyers received down
payments and closing ; cost
assistance.
Additionally,
design has begun on the Enoch
Davis Center Expansion Pro
ject that totals $2.6 million, and

Community renewal is

on the Wildwood Recreation
Center Renovation Project

evident with the increase in
property values in the Chal

land acquisition, which totals
$2.7 million.

lenge Area in 1998, an average

On the education area, 113
city of St. Petersbuig employ

and Frank Pierce) all have

dents and the Interdenomina
tional Ministerial Alliance
(IMA) - Human Services
Division served 11 students
with 20 tutors at two sites in
the Challenge Area.
Lower
crime
and
improved community rela
tions continues to reflect

ment is enabling St. Petersbuig

area. The efforts are divide
into four sections, education,

decrease poverty, raise prop

economic equity, community

of 15 percent compared to the
city-wide increase of 4.7 per

renewal, and public safety.

cent. Other signs: Nations

ees are tutors and mentors in
schools attended by children

Bank announced the partner
ship with Neighborhood

from the Challenge Area, and
76 employees participated as

Housing Services and the city

tutors in the St. Pete Reads pro

enty

more closely match the city
wide unemployment rate by

of St. Petersbuig to build 50
new homes, an estimated $4

the year 2001 by providing
because poverty, unemploy jobs. Over the last two years,
ment, and income levels have 1,026 residents have been
historically been much greater hired to permanent full-time

million investment, and 100

gram. Five city facilities
(Enoch Davis, Childs Park,
Wildwood, Campbell Park,

said the grass roots commit
to

erty values, improve the edu
cation of the city’s youth, and

The next two years call for

lower crime in the five-plus

reducing the unemployment
rate in the Challenge Area to

square mile portion of St.

Petersburg’s inner city. That
area was chosen as the Chal
lenge 2001 Area in 1997

there than
whole.

Your Medicare and/or private insurance
may qualify you for NO COST diabetic
supplies! Free delivery.

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Telephone: 323-8649

neighborhood

crime

teachers, government employ

watch meetings were conduct

ees and workers from hun

ed, two new business crime
watches/

"Celebrating Our 21st Anniversary"

Thanks to Jesus and YOU - OUR CUSTOMERS

GIZZARDS & HOT WINGS
FREE’
3 PCS DARK
Devil Rays Ticket plus Parking
fob$30 Purchase or Over.

10 PCS DARK

TO PCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

Little Red Hamburger 990
Cheese 25 C Extra

Big Red Hamburger
& 1 Small Fry $2.69

2 Pc. Chicken (Dark)
& 1 Small Fry $1.99

Ronald L. Nelson, EA.

• PERSONAL INJURY
• AUTO ACCIDENTS
• GUARDIANSHIPS
• PROBATE & WILLS
• REAL ESTATE

2010 FIFTH AVENUE NORTH, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713
(727) 898-9292
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon*advertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience. *

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

LUNCH SPECIAL

5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls $3.59

Address_________________________________________ '__________________

10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls $4.99

City--------------------------------------- State--------------- Zip Code___________

10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls $6.99

Phone________ _____________________________________________________

Cheese 25tf Extra

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

Tutorial • Test Prep. • Continuing Education

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

(727) 827-0554

The Florida Groundhog
Job Shadow Day is a win-win

Name_________________________________________________________ _____

1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda

Open 6 Days Mon.-Sat.

Amell Bryant Willis, Florida
Department of Labor, at (850)
488-7228.

Cheese 25? Extra

Bradley Education Center

Kress Bldg., 475 Central Ave.

with job shadow volunteers.

proposition for communities
throughout the state because it
benefits students, schools and
businesses. Students become
more motivated to learn once
they see the relevance of their
classwork, while schools build
partnerships with businesses
that can enhance the educa
tional experiences for all stu
dents.
For more information, call

2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring $2.39

$2.79

•St. Petersburg, FL. 33701

dreds of other professions in
• order to experience the work
place firsthand.
America’s Promise, the
youth development oiganiza
tion headed by General Colin
Powell, has joined with the
National
School-to-Work
Opportunities Office, Junior
Achievement and the Ameri
can Society of Association
Executives to spearhead the
effort, whose goal is to match
half a million young people

I^JFIrst come, first served.
1 Quantities Per Game.

1 Big Red Hamburger

TERRY K. BRADLEY

pared to Fiscal Year 1997. Sev

ers,
graphic
designers,
mechanics, doctors, architects,

>

1-800-453-9033.

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

Area was reduced by 2.8 per
cent in Fiscal Year 1998 com

hog Day, students throughout
Florida wifi spend one day
shadowing scientists, firefight

M.L KING
SPECIALS

AMERICAN DIABETIC SUPPLY, INC.

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

improved public safety. Vio
lent crimes in the Challenge

-

Whether or not the famous
Punxsutawney Phil sees his
shadow this Groundhog Day,
thousands of workers from all
walks of life will certainly see
theirs during the second
National Groundhog Job
Shadow Day.
On Februaiy 2nd, Ground

Attorney At Law

in the city as a positions and 565 new jobs
were created in the Challenge

DIABETIC?

TALLAHASSEE -

computers tabs open to resi

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
_____ Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?_________________ _
Due to the rising costs of printing

Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months • $9.00
Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger
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BUTLER, LILLIE MAE,
died January 9, 1999. Sur
vivors include her sons,
Charles Mells and Albeit J.
Holmes, Qearwater; her
daughters, Alice Holmes
(Andrew Harrell), Tracy
Holmes (Irvin Green), Mary
Alice Holmes and Sandra
Holmes, St Petersburg; her
sisters,
Ruby
Daniels
(Henry), Minnie Baker
(Thad), St Petersbuig,
Jessie McGee, Augusta,
GA, Lucinda Holmes, Way
nesboro, GA and Mae Fran
cis Williams, Ft. Laud
erdale; nine grandchildren,
several nieces and nephews
and a host of other cousins,
great nieces and nephews,
friends and acquaintances.
Smith Funeral Home, St
Petersburg___________ ___

CALHOUN, EMMA L,
died recently. She was pre
deceased by her daughter
Olivia Calhoun Edmead.
Survivors include her
nephews, Wilbur T. Fields
(Hattie), Raymond Fields
and wife, Bellesville, FL, a
niece

Adrain

Patterson

(Freddie), West Palm
Beach; a cousin, a neighbor
Mira, and a host of other rel
atives and friends. Creal
Funeral Home, St Peters
burg

DANIELS, JAMES C.
‘JC’, SIL, died January 7,
1999. Survivors include his
wife, Lizzie L; his children,
Henty A Grant, Freddie E
Grant (Debra), Cathrine G.
Washington,
Lucinda
Grant, James C, Jr., Linda
D. Lacy (Frankie L), and
Jermaine; three brothers; six
sisters; 16 grandchildren,
four great grandchildren,
three aunts; and a host of
nieces, nephews, other rela
tives, friends, colleagues
and a friend, Margie
Stringer. Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersbuig

JONES,
RAYMOND
DEVON, died Januaiy 9,
1999. He was preceded in
death by his father, Glenn
Half Sr. Survivors include
his wife, Mary Jones; his
sons, LaJuan Harrell and
LaQuan Jones; his daugh
ters LaTayah and LaToyah
Flowers; his mother, Annie
Joyce Jones; 3 sisters; one
brother, one stepbrother;
several aunts,
uncles,
nephews, nieces and a host
of cousins and friends. Creal
Funeral Home, St Peteisbu?g.

McCloud,

DAVIS, JOHNNIE MAE,
died recently. ^Survivors
include 10 grandchildren;
17 great-grandchildren; 6

great, great-grandchildren; 3
nieces; 4 nephews; several
cousins and friends, includ
ing Annie Mary Adams,
Eunice Cunningham, Mag
gie Fletcher, Lucille Sims,
Joseph Savage and Frank
Qark. Creal Funeral Home,

mary

LOUISE, died recently.
Survivors include her chil
dren, Jimmy L., Jr., St.
Petersbuig; Myra L. Akins
(Rick), Qearwater, Mario
C. Scott and Robert A.
Paris, St Petersbuig; her
mother, Carrie Wimberly,
Chiefland; five brothers;
one sister; two aunts; and a
host of grandchildren, great
grandchildren, nephews,
cousins and friends, includ
ing Ruth Williams, Dorothy
Jones, Theresa Hayes
Daniels, Christine, Baths,
Ella Cole and Gloria
Copeland. Creal Funeral
Honie, St Petersbuig

SIMS, MOSES, died Jan
uary 9, 1999. Survivors
include his wife, Lillie
Sims; his sister, Jessie B.
Porter, Pittsview, AL; two
nieces, a nephew and great
niece; and a host of other
relatives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St Peters
buig

SWINTON,
ELIZA
BETH OPHELIA CLARK
SWINTON, died Januaiy 9,
1999. She was preceded in
death by her husband Henry
L Swinton and her brother,
James Hamilton. Survivors
include her mother, Juanita
Turner; Columbia, SC; her
children, Bishop Johnnie L.
Qark (Dr. HJ. Terry-Qaik),
Columbia, SC; Bobby
Qark, Betty Howard and
Jackie Howard, St Peters
burg; Deborah Howard,
Columbia, SC; Willie
Howard,
Lisa Grover
(Keefe) and Arthur Smith,
St Petersbuig; two step
children; two adopted
daughters; 13 grandchil
dren; her brother, her step
sister; her step brother, an
aunt and uncle; several
nieces, nephews, cousins
and
many
sorrowing
friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St Petersburg

Rites

j

BYRAS, MARGARET,
died Januaiy 8, 1999. Sur
vivors include one brother,
John H. Bogan, Montezu
ma, GA; one sister, Jeanette
Kirkland, Qearwater, sev
eral nephews, cousins and
friends- Young’s Funeral
Home, Qearwater.

The comfort and sweetness of

WASHINGTON, ROB
BIE, died December 28,
1998. Survivors include her
children, Earl Washington
(Faye Jackson), Detroit, MI;
Hattie Campbell (Major),
Clearwater; Kathy Meinecke, Belleair, FL; 2 sis
ters, Essie Roberts, Miami
and LUlie Alexander, Val
dosta, GA; 5 grandchildren;
9 great-grandchildren; 5
great-great grandchildren;

peace.

several nieces, nephews,

The Sweetness Of
Peace
After the clouds, the sunshine
After the winter, the spring

After the shower, the rainbow

For life is a changeable thing
After the night, the morning

bidding all darkness cease;
After life’s cares and sorrows

St Petersburg

JOHNSON, JOE died
recently. Creal Funeral '
Home, St Petersbuig_____

Clearwater^

— CUNNINGHAM'S —
Funeral Home, P.A.

Gainesville
1 Final Rites i
CAREY, DELVIN DAR
NELL, SR. departed this
life January 1, 1999. He
leaves to cherish precious
memories a loving son,
Delvin Darnell Carey, Jr.,
mother, Mary McRoy and
fiance, William Rivers;
father, Franklin Carey; four
sisters, Lenore Fountain,
Vonsala Tyler, Veronica
Tyler and Erika Tyler,
grandparents, Willie &
Clara Houston, Lorenzo
Johnson, Archie Carey;
grandparents, aunts, uncles
and a host of other loving
family and friends who will
miss him. Funeral services
entrusted to Chestnut Funer
al Home, Gainesville, FL

MCCRAY, MARY FRANQS - passed January 3,1999.
She leaves to mourn in her
sad passing a loving mother,
Mrs. Rudine Murray; two
daughters Baibara and Eve
lyn Thompson; two sons,
Calvin and Dwight Thomp
son; seven grandchildren;
four great grandchildren;
three loving cousins and a
host of cousins and friends.
Funeral services entrusted to
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville, FL

When I Must Leave You
When I must leave you for a little while, Please do

not grieve and shed wild tears And hug your sor

row to you through the years,
But start out bravely with a gallant smile; .
And for my sahe and in my name;

Live on an ddo all things the same.

Feed not your loneliness on empty days,
But fill each waking hour in useful ways,

Reach out your hand in comfort and in cheer

And I in turn will comfort you and hold you near;
And never, never be afraid to die,

For I am waiting for you in the sky!

Cmegte Fumot Home
7

A

/ 'Ettetlufiitg HUaw-tio «ut JCwe'
217 S,£, <

P.O.

499

Cki4W. tt 32644

cousins
and
friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Qearwater

f493-1857

F890-4S3-I855

”It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that

(fifYhe fiff/c-vc/

"Your Friends Who Care"

At Couufie St.
Ct-Otwwt

Coteegie
faunatOitarfw
GttHM

brought calm to me when my

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

to-o-hd do-utn

family member passed away.

iMm /teaven,

She had already taken care

he deed a// the

ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.

do-w,d 0/men.,.

We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
Charles S. Chestnut, III, LED., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LF.D.
Larry M. Saunders, LF.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue........................................................... (352) 372-2537

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

P.O. Box 592 .............................. .... .................................... (352) 377-6128

Gainesville, FL 32602 ............................................. Fax: (352) 377-5678

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES
Pre-Funeral Arrangement Discount Plan Only
Creal Funeral Homes serves many families during some of
the hardest times of their lives. The death of a loved one is
always painful, dealing with this grief makes it hard for
families to make all of the decisions which arise at the
time of death.
We at Creal Funeral Homes have developed a PRE
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENT DISCOUNT PLAN. This gives
you the ability to make your pre-funeral arrangements
before the time of need.
This plan will include: Basic services of funeral director
and staff, preparation and care of deceased, embalming,
cosmetology, hairdressing, dressing and casketing. Use of
facilities and staff for viewing, transfer of deceased from
place of death to funeral home (50 mile radius), use of
hearse for church or chapel service and two five passen
ger family cars. Steel 20 gauge non-protective casket.
Non-seal vault, one register book and thank you cards. For
information contact Creal Funeral Homes at 896-2602 or
898-9818.

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Licensed Funeral
Directors
732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

the funeral paid for--it was

at prices that were in effect

Young's
Funeral
Home

at the time she made the

arrangements. What a
savings-What a peace of

mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

}

on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(013) 895-6005

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 .......................................... Lillie T. Shelton, LF.D.
2238 NW 10th St........................... Alvis Summers, LF.D.

Building a Tradition of Faith, Integrity and

Compassion............

Ocala, Florida 34475 ....................................... Notary Public

Serving from two convenient locations.

. meeting the changing needs of our

Community
and the Families

we serve, with

Innovative and Personalized
Service

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
C727J3M-O466
1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 53707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

SFa/ie/'al
1534 - 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

727-894-2266
Community Resource Center On Funeral
Services, Pre-planning, Social Security, Veteran Affairs

Call Today
For Free Pamphlets And Brochures
Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

The Hospice
or THE FLORIDA SUNOCWST
EttringjorPinellas County, Florida since !977

>00 East Bay Drive • Largo. Florida 33770-377

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)

586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.

City of St. Petersburg

PUBLIC NOTICE

librarian II
$31,158 - $45,885
Giosing date 1-27-99
Professional and supervisory
library work with responsi
bilities including focusing on
increasing
community
awareness of the library and
its resources. Works in con
duction with other profes
sional staff assisting in ana
lyzing the needs of the com
munity and developing pro
grams which will maximize
the benefit of the library to
the community. Serves on
the management team and
will have responsibility for
evaluating the effectiveness
of the library's outreach and
community relations initia
tives. Emphasis will be
placed on serving at-risk and
under-served populations.
Must be a graduate of an
American Library Associa
tion accredited college or
university with a Master's
Degree in Library Science.
Must have two (2) years
responsible experience to
include supervisory experi
ence in a public library.
Excellent verbal and written
communication skills are
required. Must also be in
possession of and maintain a
valid State of Florida driver's
license.

LIBRARIAN I - TECHNI
CAL SUPPORT
$26,811 - $32,499
Closing date 1-27-99

Why not

Technical work reporting to
the Automated Systems
Administrator. Responsible
for assisting in the planning,
coordinating and implement
ing of library automation and
related
technology.
Responsible for problem res
olution including identify
ing, troubleshooting and cor
recting problems in a variety
of personal computers and
applications. Responsible for
installation of equipment and
software as directed. Inde
pendent judgement as need
ed to evaluate problems, pol
icies and procedures. Must
be a graduate of an American

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

ed college or university with

Weekly

a Master's Degree in Library
Science supplemented with
one -year of recent responsi
ble experience with software
applications.
Experience
with integrated library auto
mation systems, preferably
DRA, is desirable. Must also
be in possession of and
maintain a valid State of
Florida driver's license.

Do YOU HAVE
SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?

Challenger?

You'll

be happy

to see how

REASONABLE OUR

RATES ARE.
Call 896-2922

OR COME IN TODAY:
2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg

RECREATION COORDI

- City of Gulfport.
Specializing in youth & fam
ily
programs/activities.
Bachelors Degree in recre
ation, physicail education or
child development preferred.
Two yrs. experience in recre
ation or child care programs
required. Salary range from
9.73 to 14.35 Hrly. Background/drug screenings will
be conducted. Applications
accepted thru 2/5/99 at 2401
53 St. So., E.O.E.
NATOR

IF YOU
HAVE
DIABETES,
TAKE A
CLOSER
LOOK AT

SETA
DILATED
EYE EXAM
AT LEAST
ONCE A
YEAR. ©

Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg anticipates receiving a total of $4,462,000 in
federal grant funding and $752,900 in program income in FY 99/00 under the Community
Development Block Grant, Emergency Shelter Grant and Home Investment Partnership grant pro
grams.
CDBG funds must be used to address one of the national objectives of the CDBG program, which
are: a) principally benefit low- and moderate-income persons; and/or b) eliminate slums and
blight. In addition, a project must also be an eligible activity under the Federal regulations of the
CDBG program. These activities include acquisition of property, relocation of occupants of prop
erty acquired, rehabilitation and preservation of property, public facilities and improvements,
clearance, public services, home ownership assistance, match for other federal programs, code
enforcement, economic development, removal of architectural barriers, historic preservation and
interim assistance.

HOME funds may be used for home ownership assistance and for acquisition, construction and/or
rehabilitation of housing which is affordable to low- and moderate-income persons, including sup
portive transitional and permanent housing for special needs populations.

ESG funds are used to provide services to the homeless, operational funding for shelters and reha
bilitation of facilities for the homeless.

HAVE A
NICE
DAY!!
1

Raymond James is a diversified financial services company
whose subsidiaries engage in the securities brokerage, in
vestment banking, asset management, banking, and trust
services. We offer opportunities in the following areas:

Information Systems
Accounting
Banking
Financal Analysis
Clerical
Management/Supervision
Administration
Customer Service
We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits, a stable working

environment, and opportunities for career advancement, training,

and individual development. Please apply to:

RAYMOND JAMES
ASSOCIAT

M.mb.F Naw

LICENSED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER

Projects Administrator Position

880 Carillon Parkway

■

IfXFZ

I
I
I
I
I

St. Petersburg, FL 33716

(813)573-8490; fax (813)573-8752

The Florida Department of Transportation is seeking a Licensed Professional Engineer to fill the
position of Projects Administrator to oversee complex road and bridge construction projects for
the Sarasota Construction Office. This position requires an individual to have an advanced under
standing and knowledge of Engineering design, general construction techniques, and contract
administration. Knowledge of Florida Department of Transportation's construction standards and
specifications is preferred. The incumbent must be organized and possess a working knowledge of
current personal computer programs for word processing, spread sheets, data bases, etc. Advanced
written and oral communication skills and supervisory experience are required.
Other special knowledge, skills and abilities apply. Call the contact person below for those
requirements. Recruiting salary range is $1,261.95 to $2372.34 biweekly. Please submit a com
pleted 6/95 or Newer version of a State of Florida Application prior to 5:00 p.m. on January 22,
1999 to:
Mary Ellen Maurer
1838 61st Street
Sarasota, Florida 34243
(941)359-5696
EOE/Drug Free Workplace
RECREATION LEADER -

City of Gulfport - Senior
Center. Part-time flex hours,
approx. 10-15 hrs. weekly,
mostly evenings. Must enjoy
working
with
seniors.
Background/drug screenings
will be conducted. $6.92
hrly. Applications accepted
thru 2/1/99 at 2401 53 St. So.
E.O.E.

NEWS

DEADLINE
IS
4 PM
MONDAY ;

MAIL CLERK
CELOTEX CORPORATION currently has an opening for a
Mail Clerk. Requirements include general office experience,
ability to sort and distribute internal mail and packages, prepare
shipping documents and mail, operate postage machine, trans
port executive cars for maintenance, relocate office furniture and
equipment, and lift minimum 601bs. Mechanical and/or electron
ics aptitude a plus. Valid driver license required.

ACCOUNTANT #80579
Minimum qualifications include a BA in
Accounting or HS diploma plus 4 years account
ing experience. Experience working in a scien
tific or engineering environment. Preferred qual
ifications include experience in accounting prin
ciples, practices and procedures, financial state
ments, and University finance and purchasing
procedures.

Submit a USPS application to Carol Steele,
USF, Department of Marine Science, 140 7th
Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701. This is a 12month appointment; continuation of which is
contingent on securing additional funds. USF is
an EO/EA/AA institution. For ADA accommo
dations, call Carol Steele at (727) 553-3975.

Director - Employee Services

BEFORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT

ATTN: Job Code 9833

ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
5-9-20
21-37-44

CA$H 3
951 713 863
296
725 148 654
3- 7 5-8 2-6
4- 1 3-6 5-2

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

Guardian ad Litem Case Coordinator — Coordinates case work activi
ties of volunteers in the representation of children in dependency cases
and custody disputes. Assists in preparation of reports and attends court
hearings as necessary. Position located New Port Richey. Req. BA and 1
yr. of exper. working in social services, counseling, teaching or working
with volunteers. Salary $2,127/mo. + bnfts. Court Applications only by
Jan. 29. Available at:
• -’"w< - - Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial Center, 7530 Little
Rd., New Port Richey
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir., H-wing (Personnel)
Clearwater
- Pinellas Cty. Historic Old Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave., Rm.
102, Clearwatqr
- County Building, 150 Fifth St. N.,
Rm. 310 (Alt. Dispute), St. Petersburg
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a disability requiring a
special accommodation to participate in the application process should
call 727-464-6506.

YOl/R HOROSCOPE

Deadline for application: February 11,1999

ATTENTION

P.O. Box 31602
Tampa, Florida 33631-3602
Fax: 813-873-4430
Email: HR@celotex.com
www.celotex.com

www.rjf.com

Salary range: $798.66-$l,336.66 bi-weekly.

CELOTEX CORPORATION

National
Eve
Institute

Write: 2020 Vision Place. Bethesda. MD 20892-3655

Why-don’t you get to know us*

For additional information concerning this notice, please contact the Department of Housing and
Neighborhood Improvement at 893-7247.

Library Association accredit-

Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg, FL 33731. Pref
erence in appointment will
be extended to eligible veter
ans and in some instances,
spouses of eligible veterans.
To receive veterans' prefer
ence, documentation of sta
tus must be submitted at time
of application.

RAYMOND JAMBS

On Thursday, February 11,1999, at 6:00PM, the City of St. Petersburg will hold a Public Hearing
to obtain input from citizens concerning the City's community development and housing needs,
how these needs should be addressed in the future, and how the City has performed in imple
menting its past Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), Home Investment Partnership
(HOME), State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) and Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) pro
grams. All interested persons are invited to attend the Public Forum to be held in the auditorium
of the Sunshine Center, 330 Fifth Street North, St. Petersburg.

Any secular, nonprofit agency interested in proposing a project for funding may obtain an appli
cation form by attending application workshops at the following times: Tuesday, February 2,1999,
10:00am, St. Petersburg City Hall, 175 5th Street North, Room 100 and/or Tuesday, February 16,1
999,6:00pm, Enoch Davis Center, 111118th Avenue South. A follow-up workshop to assist appli
cants complete the application will be held on Tuesday, March 2,' 1999, 6:00 pm, Main Library,
3745 9th Avenue North. Application forms are also available at the Department of Housing and
Neighborhood Improvement, One Fourth Street North, Ninth Floor. Funding priority will be given
to capital improvement projects, such as acquisition, rehabilitation and new construction.
Applications for service delivery and operating costs are discouraged, unless the activity involves
operation of emergency shelters for the homeless or is the first year of a new, innovative project.
The application must be received by Housing and Neighborhood Improvement, One Fourth Street
North, Ninth Floor by 4:00 pm on Friday, March 19, 1999 in order to be. considered for funding.
(FAX copies will not be accepted.)

We are a diversified
financial services firm.

ERTY

OR

Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of adjustment (BOA)
Environmental development
Commission (EDC) • Code
Enforcement
Building dept. - Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
Sports * Reunions

CALL ANYTO^IE
DAY ©R MCHTfl

Aries
March 21 to April IS

Say hello to more cash on the
25th. Mars entering Scorpio on the 26th
acts as a physical and emotional second
wind, revitalizing your natural joie de vivre.
Dream-zone activity on the 28th could
prompt a surprising premonition.

A

Libra
September 23 to October 22

Thanks to Mercury and the sun
teaming up in your romance and creativ
ity zone, you can expefct unlimited fun over
the next few weeks. After the 26th, your

luck will improve, starting with a happy sur
prise on or arouna the 27th.

Taurus

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

October 23 to November 21

After Mercury enters Aquarius
on the 26th, you could change how you
travel to work, either through carpooling
or following a new route. Slate a romantic
rendezvous or weekend love getaway for
sometime after the 28th.

With powerful stars lighting
your work and home sectors, balancing
personal and professional demands could
take some skill. Remember to pace your
self. Your sense of humor could draw an
attractive man closer.

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

Splendid Mercury-Jupiter as
pects on the 23rd could send an unex
pected wipdfail your way. If you’ve wished
to do more than fantasize about travel and
adventure, spend your cache at the travel
agent’s after the 26th and live your dream!

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

Why is your mate suddenly
treating you like a queen? Don’t ques
tion—just thank your lucky stars (namely
Mars and Venus) and enjoy! If you’ve con
sidered learning a new skill or furthering
your education, the time to act is now.

SZ? Leo

July 23 to August 22

No

one deserves a break
more than you—so when two planets
urge you to kick back on the 26th. take
their advice and chill out. If a new creditcard application arrives on the 28th. fill in
the blanks pronto!

Don't underestimate that bright
new money-making idea. Saturn giving
your career the green light suggests a
raise or promotion is on its way. Indulge in
a fabulous new pair of shoes or a pedi
cure on the 26th.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Once Mars enters your social
zone, you'll be in the mood to entertain.
Throw yourself into party-planning after
the 26th. Spectacular lunar aspects on
the 29th suggest spending the evening
alone with your man.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

For the next month or so. your
chances for on-the-job advancement are
at their peak! Thanks to beneficial aspects
from Mercury, Mars and the sun, plus your
own inimitable brand of charm, self-pro
motion is almost guaranteed to pay off.

Virgo
August 23 to September 22

Owe someone a favor? Pay
them back by hosting one of those charm
ing, intimate parties you’re known for. That
gorgeous outfit or piece of jewelry you’ve
had your eye on gets marked down on the
23rd—-look sharp!

February 19 to March 20

"2J Thanks to Mars’exciting aspect
on the 26th, a thrilling travel opportunity
could fall into your lap. Schedule a day of
shopping ora beauty makeover for some
time after the 28th. Romance will put a glint

in your eye all week.
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Get a load of these Super Specials

Weekend

Market Style
! Ground
Beef

Att Items <ni Hrin
Jamiaiy 24tti

99*
In 5 lb. or
more packages.

Click
2 Liters

3/$'

swim

RiidsO^
Potatoes

Ali varieties
•MmIL3wZ a $4 O purchase.

Fresh Baked
Apple Pie

Poly bag
In our produce department.

: In our bakery.:

W'

12 Pack
Coca-Cola
Products

W?

Superbrand
Ice Cream

12 Pack
Budwelser
Beer

2/$,

V»rt«sUe«,

Limit 2 w/a $io purchase.

12 oz. cans, All varieties
B Limit 2 w/a $10 purchase

Harvest
Fresh Lettuce

12 oz. cans, Regular,
Light or Ice,

w > >W w>

M3M
Sparkle

Angel Soft
Bath Tissue

in

Paper Tbwels

Boneless
Eye-O-Round

Limit 2 w/
a $10 purchase.

WbciJe. Linirlmmed
(iSkCholee

2/5 j..

W9i
Limit 2 w/
a $10 purchase.

WWWWWWWSWJWt

lb.

Grade “A”
Baking Hens

WWBmBBHE
America's Supermarket*

lb.

Prices above are good Wednesday,-------------January
20 thru Tuesday,
- u7 —
creoviciy, January 26 1999
jl

____
Ad „

We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover® ATM®

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1 999. WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC.. TAMPA DIVISION

Highland.

Herranao.

Cello
In our produce department.

p>jco. rak. 8ra->^

-

..’ 'WO Brand*
IrtOurfruiseurneut case.

